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Bioenergetics Overview
The field of fish bioenergetios includes temporal soales that range from tl10se of evolutionary time
to oellular metabolism (Tytler and Calow 1985). It also inoludes spatial scales ranging from
nutrition and growth in controlled aquaculture systems (Jobling 1994) to predator-prey systems in
the largest eoologioal oontext (Adams and Breck 1990). Among the several reviews of the .fIeld,
those by J. R. Brett offer the most insightful combination of basio laboratory studies and tl1eir
applioation in the context most pertinent to fisheries science (Brett and Groves 1979), We
reoommend Brett's lead chapter (Brett 1995) in the new volume edited by Groot et al. (1995) for a
thorough review of the extensive work conducted on energetios of Pacific salmonids and for an
insi,ghtfUI assessment of areas where knowledge of energetics should be improved.

The underpinnings of energetics have a firm theoretical base in the laws ofthermodynamics
(Kleiber 1975). Working from an energy budget requires that you satisfy the terms of a simple
equation; outputs must equal inputs and the budget must balance. As detailed in Chapter 2, the
terms of the energy budget for fiShes are well known and eacl1 can be measured independentiy,
The model allows the user to specify the important external regUlators; temperature and diet. For
fisl1es: the most easily measured component of the energy budgeting process is expressed as
growth. Growth integrates the array of environmental variables affecting an individual fish, Thus
the evidence proVided in the observed growth rate is the rich and varied foundation of scientific
inquiry and the basis for better understanding,

The modeling approach presented In this manual derived from the extension of energetics
principles used in eoosystem-scale 'models of trophio Interactions developed during the
International Biologioal Programme (Kitchell et al. 1974). These models focused on biomass
dynamics. They often inoluded formulations requiring an estimate of carrying capaoity whioh was
used to characterize density-dependent constraints for growth rates of a given trophic level. While
those kinds of models have utility in an ecosystem context, they had three Important shortcomings
when applied to fishes. First, units of biomass per area or volume did not allow for resolution of
cause and effeot at the species or indiVidual scale. After all, it is individual fish that feed, grow,
reproduce and die. Further, as a fish g rows from first-feeding larvae to reproductive adUlt; it may
ascend through three or four trophic levels. Second, biomass models did not allow an effective
interface with either the long history of population-based models In fisheries science or the models
of predator-prey interactions developed in the eoological sciences. Third, biomass models
required an estimate of environmental oarrying capaoity. The latter is dlffioult to do and, more
importantly, likely to change as a oonsequence of the eoologioal effects due to fishery exploitation
and/or anthropogenic effects on fish habitats. '

An alternative to biomass models is an energetios-based approaoh focused on the prooe,sses that
regulate growth by indiVidual fish (Kitohell et al. 1977). This model assembled individuals in aga
or size-based populations, separated the 'agents of mortality (natural vs. fishing) and specified the
trophio ontogeny of predator-prey Interaotions. It fooused on using the kinds of data most
frequentiy collected by biologists - the habitat that is occupied (thermal history), size at age '
,(growth ourves), stomaoh contents, size or age at sexual maturity, and size- or age-related
mortality rates, The development of size- or age-based oohorts is elabo'rated In Chapter 3.
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1.1 The Modeling Strategy
Starting the process with observed growth rate is different from that of many kinds of modeling
practices. rn this case, the strategy of modei building is based on specifying rules that define the
limit conditions, Le., the maximum and minimum possible rates of growth for members of a
population. The physiological pararl!eters used to represent the rules derive from' readily and ott
measured processes such as temperature dependence, thermal tolerance, thermal preference
size dependence, assimilation efficiency, etc., that can be accurately measured in the laborato;y..
Those physiological parameters are assembled as empirical rules that define the effect of
temperature, body size and food quality on maximum feeding rates. 'The minimum is similarly
defined by rules describing the effect of temperature and body size on metabolic rates when food
consumption is set to zero. These limits define the boundaries of the scope for growth. Observed
growth is somewhere between those limits and allows the user to estimate how that growth rate is
being regUlated.

The hierarchy of energy allocation Is an important'component of this modeling approach.
Consumed.energy is first alioCEited to catabolic processes (maintenance and activity metabolism),
then to waste losses (feces, urine and specific dynamic action) and that lett over is allocated to
somatic storage (body growth and gonad development). This hierarchy is analogous to practical
economics. The first costs paid are those for rent or mortgage (metabolism)that sustain the
organism. The second set of costs (waste losses) are like taxes -they are proportional to income'
(food consumption) and must be paid. The energy resource remaining. may then be allocated to
savings (growth) or invested in the next generation (gonad development). In an ecological or .
evoiutionary context, it is easy to imagine selection for behaviors that maximize benefits (growth
rate or gonad development) and minimize costs. Like an account balance, a record of growth
reveals how well the organism has resolved the complexities of its environment

In a thorough review' of previous energetics work, Brett and Groves (1979) presented a
generalization about energy budgets for two ciasses of fishes. if the energy budget is stated in the
follOWing terms:

Energy Consumed'=' Respiration + Waste + Growth,

and normalized 10 percentages when energy consumption =100, then fishes. growing at "typical"
rates would have energy budgets approximated as below.

Consumption = Respiration + Waste + Growth

For carnivores:

For herbivores:

100

100

=

=

44

37

+ 27 + 29

+ 43 + 20

)

These budgets reveal two important features. First, as expected, herbivores exhibit lower growth
rates and higher waste-loss rates per unit of energy consumed. That is the logicai consequence of
eating foods of Jowerenergy density and higher Indigestible content Second, both types of fishes
demonstrate high rates of ·growth efficiency compared to those known for mammals and·birds.
Although.these budgets can serve as a first approximation, the 95% confidence Intervals for each
component are substantial (e,g., plus or minus 20% of the mean). Of course, tile energy bUdget
for an average fish in a typical habitat may be very different from that of fishes in some unique
ecological context Fishes are known to exhibit among the highest growth efficiencies recorded
(approaching 50%) and are known to exhlbtt strikingly negative energy budgets, as In the case of
migrating salmon (Brett 1995). Note, too, that tile hierarchy of energy allocation operates In all
cases. Growth efficiency is not a constant, and growth rates in fishes are highly variable.
Observed growth is the integrated answer to a complex question about prey resources and
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environmental conditions. Deducing the quantitative components of cause and effect Is the
significant challenge. '

in most of its applications, model users will seek an answer to questions about factors that
constrain-growth (e.g., diet quality or environmental stressors) or use the measured growth to
estimate how much effect a predator has had on Its prey populations. Assembled as a population,
the model allows answers to those questions at the larger scales of ecological and management
Interest. This approach does not provide for feedback to future generations. Predator or prey
population dynamics are not represented. Those must be character[zed as slmulati(;ms using
specified assumptions about prey availability, mortality rates and environmental conditions,

We view the modeling process as having two general components. First is the "nljts-and-bolts"
process of assembling the parameter tables and the input data. Much' of the former is available in
the manual or formatted in ways that welcome site-specific input. Second is the "arts-and-crafts"
process of structuring analyses in ways that pose key questions and proVide instructive answers.
In these caSaS, It Is often valuable to use the modei as a way to create boundary conditions such
as those for maXimum possibll3 growth or'formaintenance requirements. Using the model in this
way allows it to serve as a "dedu'ctive engine" in the more creative and challenging process of
science (Walters 19B6).

1.2 Previous Applications
This manual represents the third version of what appeared first as Hewett and Johnson (19B9,
1992), which was sold (at cost) to more than 1,000 users and served as the basis tor severai
score of shortcourses and workshops taught since 1988. That version was labeied the "Wisconsin
model" (Ney 1993). As evidenced by the diversity of parameter tables presented in AppendiX A,
previous uSes of this modeling approach are many and varied. They range from aulecological
studies of highly active subtropical tunas (Boggs and Kitchell 1991) to those of the sedentary,
siowly growing burbot (Rudstam et ai. 1995). They include omnivorous minnows (Schindler et a1.
1993) and hyper-predaceous sea lampreys (Kitchell 1990). They provide estimates of
zoopianktivory rates by small fishes in small lakes (Luecke et ai. 1990, Post 1990) and rates of
piscivory by a guild of salmonids predators preying on an assemblage of forage species in Lake
Michigan (Stewart and Ibarra 1991). They inclUde estimates of cannibalism (Rice and Cochran
1984) and quantitativeestilnales linking three trophic levels (LaBar 1993). In addition, the
framework has been modified to develop models for some invertebrates (Rudsiam 1989,
Schneider 1992). '

As summarized in Chapter 2, this model has been evaluated through a rigorous sensitivitY '
analysis. Model resuits have also been compared to independently derived fieid data In several
cases; those by Rice and Cochran (1984), Beauchamp et al. (1989) aod Hansson et al. (1996) are
particuiarly instructive. The approach has been praised for ils promise and criticized for its
inadequacies; both are represented In the proceedings of a recent symposium (Brandt and
,Hartman 1993, Hansen etal. 1993). We encourage the process of rigorous evaluation because
that represents the path to Improvements. The modei cahnot be wrong because it is based on a
budget that must be right. It will improve in proportion to our ability to estimate the physiological
parameters'that regulate growth and the errors or bias of data employed as inputs. .

This version of the model includes several new and important features. First, it is developed in the
Windows environment and proVides for inputs through a spreadsheet interface. Second, it
employs the principles of mass baiance to allow calculations in altemative currencies. Accordingly,
It can be used to estimate the ecological significance of nutrient flux rates owing to fishes. In '
addition, It can be implemented to evaluate bioaccumulation of contaminants such as PCBs or
heavy metals. The basic frameworks described in Chapter 4 invite additional applications.
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Core p'rocesses in Bioenergetics
A bioenergetics model is simply an energy balance equation in which energy consumed by a fish
is balanced by total metabolism, waste losses and·growth. As .with earlier computer versions ?f
the bioenergetics model (Hewett and Johnson 1987, 1992), FISh Bioenergetics 3.0 uses specles
specific physiological estimates of consumption or growth, respiration, egestion and excretion for
the energy mass baiance equation.

consumption

c

= metabolism + wastes + growth
= (respiration +active metabolism·+ specific dynamic action) +

(egestion + excretion) + (somatic growth + gonad production)
= (R +A+ S) + (F + U) + (AB + G)

............................................... , .
respiration
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Figure 1: Energy budget for a 50g yellowpercn (Perea flaveseens) as a
function of water temperature.

Each of the physiological processes is described by a species-specific set of physioiogical
parameters. The total number of physiological parameters ranges from 12 to over 30 depending
on the form of the function chosen by the user to describe the physiological process of each
species. While some critics feel the models are overiy compiex (Ney 1990, 1993) and.prone to
errors in parameter estimation (Boisclair and Leggett 1989), the mass balance approach forces
the energy budget to be balanced which acts to limit error propagation (Bartell et al. 1986).

This chapter defines the individual parameters necessary to describe the energy budget of a fish.
For .each of the major physiological processes (consumption, metabolism, egestion and excretion)
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several different forms of the underlying equations are given to provide maximum latitude in
describing the unique physiologies of different species. To date, parameter sets have been
determined for 26 species of fish al)d, where possible, modified to recognize important
ontogenetic shifts in physiology between larvai, juvenile and adult fish. All calculations in the
model are-based on specific rates, e.g., grams of prey per gram of predator per day, and are
calculated on a dally time step. Mass of predator and prey are corrected for energy density Uoules
per gram). .

The final section of this chaj:iter provides a more detailed explanation of the derivation of the
individual parameters, including key citations describing how new species parameter lists were
derived from laboratory studies and the published literature. .

2.1 Consumption
Consumption is estimated as·the .
proportion of maximum daily
ration for a fish at a particular
mass and temperature.
Specifically, maximum daily .
consumption rate (g of prey per g.
body mass per day) is estimated
as an allometric functiori of mass
from ad libitum feeding
experiments conducted at the
optimum temperature for the
particular fish species (Figure 2).

Weight (g)
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'g
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Figure 2: Maximum amI specific consumption as a function of mass for a
.yellow perch (Perea f1avescens) at optimum watl;!r temperature•

.This maximum specific feeding rate is then modified by a water temperature dependence function
and an additional proportionality constant (P-value) that accounts for ecological constraints o~ the
maximum feeding rate (Cma.). The P-value oan range. from 0 to 1, with 0 representing no feeding,
and 1 indioatlng the fish Is feeding at its maximum rate (based on its size and water temperature).
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Three forms of the temperature dependence function (f(T») are available With Fish Bioenergetics
3,0 (Figure 3),

., ..'.+
.'•••++

•,+
•.-

+,•
••- equation 3

•
'" "',~.,..,." .

•--+,
•••'.••

5 10 15 20 25

Temperature (C)

Figure 3: Temperature dependence of consumption as defin,ed by the three
equations available with Fish Bioenergetics 3.0.

Equation 1: Exponential (Stewart et at. 1983)

f (T) = e(CQT)

This simple exponential function is useful only when ambient temperatures are at or below the
physiological optimum for the species. In this formUlation, CQ is the water temperature dependent
coefficient of consumption. When determining Cmax, CA is the intercept of the mass dependence
function for a 1 gram fish atD' C and CB Is the mass dependence coefficient. Consumption
equation 1 has been used for cold water salmonlds such as the lake trout (Stewart et al. 1983).

Equation 2: Temperature dependence for warm-water species
(Kitchell et at. 1977)

f (T) '= vx . e(x.(I-V»

where:

v = (CTM -T) / (CTM - CTO)

X =(Zz . (1 + (1 +40/ y)05)Z) 1400

z= LN(CQ)' (CTM - CTO)

Y = LN(CQ)' (CTM - CTO+2)

This water temperature dependence function is most appropriate for warm water species. With
this equation, CA is the intercept of the mass dependence function for a 1 gram fish at the
optimum water temperature (CTO, the laboratory temperature preferendum), CB is the coefficient
of the mass dependence, CTM is the maximum water temperature above which consumption

2-3
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ceases (approximated by the upper Incipient lethal temperature), and CQ approximates a Q (the
rate at which the funcl/on increases over relatively low water temperatures). Consumption 10

equation 2 has been used to model a variety of warm water species Including yellow perch and
, walleye (Kitchell et al. 1977).

Equation 3: Temperature dependence for cool- and COld-water
species (Thornton and Lessem 1978)

!(T)=K",·Kn
where:

) K", = (CK1· £1) I (1+ CK1· (L1-1»)
L1 = e(GI.(T-CQ)

G1 = (1 J(CTa - CQ» ·In((0.98· (1- CKl» J(CK1· 0.02)) ..

Kn = (CK4·L2)1 (1+ CK4·(L2-1)
L2 = e(G2-(CTL-T)

G2 =(11 (CTL- CTM) ·lu«0.98· (1- CK4» J(CK4· 0.02)

.." .,.

.. """. ".:. ". "

)

The Thornton and Lessem algorithm provides a better fit for some cool- and cold-water species,
especially at lower water temperatures. it Is essentially the product of two sigmoid curves ~ one fit ;",
to the increasing portion of the temperature dependence function (KA) and the other to the
decreasing portion (KB). CA is the intercept of the mass dependence function for a 1 gram, fish at
the optimum water templilrature and CB is the coefficient of the mass dependence. For the
increasing portion of the curve, CQ is the lower water temperature at which the temperature
dependence is asmall fraction (CK1) of the maximum rate and CTO is the water temperature
corresponding to 0..98 of .the maximum consumption rate. For the decre<J.sing portion of the curve,
CTM is the water temperature (;;, CTO) at which dependence is still 0.98 of the maximum and
CTL is the temperature at which dependence is some reduced fraction (CK4) of the maximum
rate. Consumption equatlon'3 has been used to model a variety of species including chinook and
coho salmon (Stewart and Ibarra 1991).

2.2 -Respiration
Respiration (the amount of energy used by the fish for routine metabolism) is dependent on fish
size, water temperature and activity. These losses are estimated by first calculating resting
metabolism as a function of mass, and then increasing this value with a temperature dependent
function (Figure 4) and a factor representing activity.

Thetotal metabolic rale of the fish is estimated by adding the costs of respiration to the costs of
digestion (specific dynamic action) of the fish. Specific dynamic action (SDA) is calculated as a
qonstant proportion of assimilated energy (consumption minus egestlon). Typical values of SDA
lie between 0.15 and 0.2.
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Section '1, Chapter 2, Page 5: The equation box states that respiration is .calculated in grams. Since
the mass balance within the software,is calculated in energy units (calor J), you must apply the oxycalorific
coefficient (3240 callg oxygen or 13560 Jig oxygen) to convert oxygen consumed to energy consumed in
respiration. .
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equation 1 ...... '.'
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Figure 4: Temperature dependence of metabolism as defined by the two '
equations available with Fish Bioenergetics 3.0.
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Section 1, Chapter 2, Page 6: In Equation 1 for respiration, the activity mUltiplier calculations can be'
clarlfied by making a change to the equation set and making a change to the explanation that fallows. Within '

) equation set one, you can assume that swimming speed is constant, or you cljen assume it's a function of mass
or mass and temperature. If swimming speed is oonstant, then simply use that speed (cm· s·1) to represent the
VEL parameter; otherwise, simply use either the secone{ or third form of the VEL equati9n. Currently Equation
1 reads: , ' ,

where:

VEL = R..Kl· W.RJ:4 , when T > RTL, or,

VEL = ACT· W.RJ:4 . e(MC'1'l"), when T 5. RTL.

Change this equation set to r"ad as follows (the only change Is theJirst line after "where:"):

f l'T'\ - (RQ'X)'
'L/ - e '

ACTMTY = e(RTDVl1L)

where:

VEL ",swimming speed, when swimminsr speed is constant, or

VEL = RKI' W.RJ:4 , when T > RTL. or

VEL", ACT' W.RK4 'e(MC'1'1"), whenT 5. RTL.

Paragraphs four and five provide an explanation of the application of swimming speed to the ACTIVITY part of
the respiration equation. Paragraph four currently reads:

In Fish Bioenergetics 3.0, if swimming speed is a constant then RTM, RTL, RK4 and BACT are set to 0, RK1
and ACT are set to 1, and RTO Is set to the desired velocity (cm· s'1).

Change this paragraph to read as follows:

'In Fish Bio"nerg"tics 3.0, if swimming spe"d is a constant then RTM, RTL"RK4 and BACT are set to 0, RK1
and ACT are set to 1, VEL equais swimming speed (em· s·l), and RTO equais the coefficient of swimming
speed (s . cm'1).

2-6
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.Core Processes in Bioenergetics

Equation 2: Temperature dependent with activity mUltiplier
(Kitchell et a!. 1977)

'f(T) == VX . e(x'(l-V»

ACTIVITY == ACT

. where:

v == (RTM - T) 1(RTM - RTO)

X == (Z2 . (1 + (1 +401 y)os)') 1400

Z = LN(RQ)· (RTM -RTO)

Y == LN(RQ)· (RTM - RTO -+ 2)

With this formulation, the temperature dependence of respiration is adjusted by an activity
mUltiplier (ACT). RTO (' C) is the optimum temperature for respiration (where respiration is.
highest), RTM (. C) is the maximum (Iethai) water temperature, and RQ (. C') approximates the
0 10 (the rate at which the function Increases over reiatlvely low water temperatures). For .
computing R",,,, RA is the number of grams of oxygen (g.g" d") consumed by a 1 gram fish at
RTO and RS is the slope of the allometric mass function for standard metabolism: Activity (ACT)
is a constant times resting metabolism, the "Winberg mUitlplier" (Winberg 1956). Several recent
studies have shown that activity may be a large and variable component of the total energy budget
and Is influenced by a number of enVironmental and physiological factors (Boisclair and Leggett
1989, Boisciair and Sirois 199'3, Lucas eta1.1993, Madon and Culver 1993).

2.3 Waste Losses (Egestion and. Excretion)
Egestion (fecal waste, F) and excretion (nitrogenous waste, V) can be computed as a constant
proportion of consumption, or as functions of water temperature and consumption. Waste losses
are computed as grams of waste per gram of fish'per day.

Equation Set 1: .Proportional to consumption (Kitchell et at: .'
1977)' .

Egestlon:

Excretion:

F== FA·C

U==UA·(C-F)

,.'.

Egestion Is a constant proportion (FA) of consumption. Excretion is a constant proportion (VA) of
assimilated energy (consumption minus egestion). This formulation suffices for most species.

Equation Set 2: Dependent on mass, temperature and ration
(Elliott 1976)

Egestion: F == FA· T FB • e(FG.p) . C

Excretion: U == UA· TUB .e(UG.p) . (C - F)

2-7
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)

This equation incorporates both water temperature and leeding rate. It is most appropriate when
the diet is either all invertebrate or aillish. FA is the intercept of the proportion 01 consumed
energy egestedversus water temperature and ration and FB is the coefficient of water
temperature"dependence of egestion. FG is the coefficient for feeding level dependence (P-vaJue)
of egeslion. UA, US, and UG can be similarlY defined lor excretion.

Equation Set 3: Similar to equation 2 w.ith correction for
indigestible prey (Stewart et al. 1983)

Egestion:

Excretion:

where:

F=PF·C

U =UA· TUB ·e(UG.p). (C- F)

PF =«PE - 0.1) / 0.9)· (1- PFF) + PFF

PE =FA. T FB • em.p·

PFF =L.(PREY[l1} DIET(/i]) forn =1 to number ofprey

This equation allows the user to incorporate corrections for the indigestible component of the prey.
It is most uselul when the diet shilts between highly digestible prey (e.g. lish) to less digestible
prey (e.g. large cmstaceans). FA, FB and FG and UA, US, and UG are as defined for equation 2.
PREY[n] (indigestible proportion 01 nth prey)'and DIET[n] (proportion 01 nih prey in diet) are input
by the user.

2.4 Reproduction
Production 01 reproductive tissue occurs dUring normal growth and loss occurs during spawning. II
a bioenergetic run includes a spawning date for mature fish, a user-defined proportion of lish
mass is lost on that day. While separate runs can be conducted lor male and lemale fish to
account for gender differences In·.gonad mass, the usual p[?ctice is ·to estimate the average
gonad proportion for both sexes combined." .' . .

2.5 Predator Energy Density
Predator ehergy density Uoules per gram wet mass) can be either Input from a .PYC data file or
as a function of body mass:

ED=a+~W

.. :-:

2·8

where:
ED
0',

~
W

J

predator energy density Uoules.g·1 wet mass)
Intercept of the allometric mass funcllon' (J.g")
slope of the allometric mass function
fish mass (g)
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Predator energy density oan be defined using two size ranges (ai, b1 and a2, b2). The model
switches from equation set 1 to equation set 2 at the mass cutoff. To run only one equation, set
the mass cutoff to either a value higher than the largest fish to use only a1 and b1, or to 0 to use
only a2 and b2.

2.6 Adapting existing models to new species
To model a new species, you will need to develop a set of physiological parameters for that
species. Several different approaches can be taken to derive the necessary parameters: deriVing
them from published reports, estimating them from specifically designed field or laboratory
stUdies, or borrOWing parameters from closely related species. Most species parameters sets
have been derived from a n\.lmber of previously pUblished reports, because few studies provide
estimates of all the physiological parameters. Field and laboratory studies are very cost and labor
intensive and require carefully regulated experimental coryditions (Hartman and Brandt 1993;
Lantry and Stewart 1993; Madon and Culver 1993). Species borrOWing has met with some
criticism (Ney 1990, 1993) ho;yever·uslng parameters from closely related species or those with
similar morphologies and life history attributes should provide a reasonable approximation until
unique paramete'rs can be derived. Irrespective of which approach is used, It is important to
evaiuate each of the physiological processes across as wide a range of temperatures and body
sizes as possible. As such, caution must be applied when modeling extremes in temperature or
body size, as the specific functions describing the physiology may not be adequately described In
that region. For instance, using adult fish parameters to model larvae and young-of-the-year fish
can produce significant biases because of the allometric mass relationships used. Generally for
fish iarger.than 10 grams, <J.dult parameters work well. For fish smaller than 1 gram, parameter
modifications are necessary {Post 1990; Madan and Culver 1993; Johnson 1995). Fortish
between 1 and 10 grams, results are mixed.

When developing parameter sets for adults of new species, some general rules of thumb include:

1. Assume temperature dependent consumption (equation 2), setting CB around -0.3, CO
near 2.3 and CA typically between 0,15 and 0.35. CTO and CTM can be approximated by
preferred and wpper lethal temperatures, respectively.

2. Assume temperature dependent. respiration (equation 2), setting RB near -0.2, and RO
around 2.1. RTO can be epproxlmated by the upper lethal temperature, with RTM set
about3' C higher. SDA is.typically near 0.175. . .

3. Assume egestion and excretion are proportional to co~sumption (equation 1), with FA
near 0.15 and UA near 0.1

For iu-iy new m'od.,l,itlsa· gopd Idea to conduct error analyses. The parameters which have the
greatest influence oil model predictions Include allometric parameters for the dependence of
consumption and respiration on body mass (Kitchell et aI1977; Stewart et a11983; Bartell et al
1986) and 'are therefore the prominent cendidates for future research. .

.'".,.; .

~", .
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Scaling from Individuals to Populatio~s

Chapter ~ desoribed the functions used to characterize the physiology of an Individual fish. These
energetic models can be used to estimate the rates of predation of Individual fish and how these
rates vary with changes in diet, thermal regimes, growth rates, etc. However, we are often more
interested in estimating the impact of fishes at the population level. Here we briefly describe how
to scale up from an individuals predation rate to that of the population.

3.1 Cohort as a Population
Throughout this text, we define a cohort as a group of similar sized (aged) fish of the same
species experiencing identical environmental oonditlons (temperature, diet, growth and
reproductive losses). For instance, a single cohort of perch may be 500 individuals grOWing from
60 to 85 g In Lake Perea during one year. Ail of these perch consume exclusively zooplankton,

resicje in water temperatures ranging from 4 °c during the winter to 20 ,oc in July and August and
do not spawn. While there oerteinly will be individual variability in diet, distribution, growth and thus
consumption within this group of perch, the physiological parameters and environmental
oondltlons used in the model wiil represent the average individual. Therefore the estimated

. amount of food consumed for these 500 perch is simply 500 times that consumed by an
individual, assuming no mortality occurs. A second oohort may represent a different age group of
perch, or fish growing at a faster or slower rate (i.e. discrete stocks where diet or thermal histOry
may be different). By combining mUltiple cohorts into a simulation Fish Bioenergetios 3.0 permits
the user to model entire populations of fish at one time (i.e. account for size/age structure, stook
structure, etc.) so that patterns in consumption or growth oan be oompared between oohorts or
combined to provide a single prediotion for the entire population of fish.

3.2 Populati()n Mortality
Onoe the analysis is extended beyond a single fish to a cohort, mortality may become an
important regulator of popUlation ievel prooesses. Mortality oan oome from a variety of sources
(stalVation, predaior-Induoed, fishing, eto.) and eaoh may aot"for a different period of time'at
varying Intensity. For Instance, our yellow perch cohort may experienoe a natural rate of mortality
of 20% per annum, with an additional 30% fishing mortality between June 1 and Ootober 1. These
two souroes of mortality act together to reduoe our initial population from 500 individuals on
January 1 to 280 by Deoember 31 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Population mortality by mortality type in one year.

Within Fish Bioenergetics 3.0, mortality is modeled for each cohort using a simple exponential
decay model

m'tNt = No e'

where No and N, represent the number of fish at time zero and time t, respectively, and m is the
total daily instantaneous rate of mortality that occurred within the population. When multiple
sources of mortality act together on a cohort, each type of mortality,is applied to the cohort each
day, and the. number surviving tlie combined mortality Is projected forward to the following day.
Remember that While the daily instantaneous rates of mortality are l;ldditive (mna'"a' + m"hlng + ...),
the actual probabilities of mortality are not. For instance, If the natural rate of mortality (n) is 30%
per year, and the rate of fishing mortality (m) is 20% per year, the combined total mortality Is 45%
per year (n+m-nm). This expression simply st;>tes that a ffsh can die from natural mortality or
fishing mortality, but the same fish can not die from both types of mortality.

Within Fish Bioenergetics 3.0, the order of dl;lily events for a fish is: eat, grow, spawn and die.
Spawning and m0l1ality only occur if required by tha user input. The importance of this chronology
will be triVial for most bioenergetic runs, however, the user shouid realize that dally consumption
values will be calculated before the fish dies. The reduction in consumption associated with the
Inclusion of mOl1ality in the Lake Perca yellow perch cohort is shown in
Figure 2.·

It Is important to realize that Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 is not a population·modei because we do not
explicitiy consider recruitment. However, by accounting for mortality rates, the net predatory
Impact effect of a group of fish Can be estimated. .
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Extended Topics: Analyses of Nutrient
Regeneration and Contaminant
Accumulation

The utility of reconstructing energy bUdgets of fishes to estimate predation rates in aquatic
systems has been extended to allow estimation of flow rates-of other materials that are
transferred through interactions of fishes and their prey. The impetus for this deveippment derived
from the recognition that fishes piay pivotal roles in transfers of limiting nutrients between
ecosystem compartments (Kitchell et al. 1979), and because contaminant.accumulation In fish
tissue that has potentially important toxicity implications for humans and wildlife that consume
them (Cordle et al. 1982; Fein et al. 1984; Mac 1988). As with estimating the rates of energy
transfer between food web components, estimating nitrogen and phosphorus regeneration rates
and contaminant accumulation rates in fish tissues has proven difficult. As discussed in Chapters
1 and 2, using measured growth rates as a constraint on energy bUdgets, we can calculate
predation rates with relatively minimal errors. We capitalize on this strength of bioenergetic
models to estimate flow of other materials through fishes.

By coupling mass balance models tii bioenergetic models, we can estimate the rates at which
materiais are transferred into and through fishes. The mass balance models that are coupled with
energetic models fall Into two distinct types depending on the behavior of the material of interest
in fish tissue. Some materials, for example nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P), are maintained at
relatively constant concentrations In fish tissue through homeostatic mechanisms. In these
instances, the concentration of the material in fish tissue is usually known, and we are interested
in the rates at which the material is transferred into fishes and the rate at which it is eliminated.
The best example of this is evaiuating the role that fish play in lake nutrient (N and P) cycles by
regenerating these primary production-limiting nutrients through excretion (Kraft 1992; Carpenter
et al. 1992; Schind.ler.et al. 1993). By linking the elemental composition of fishes and their prey
(e.g. Davis and Boyd 1915; Penczak 1!l80) to bioenergetics models, we can estimate nutrient
regeneration rates by fishes.

The other general class of materials which we are often interested are those that are
pioaccumulated (I.e. not maintained at homeostatic concentrations). Whether a material is
bioaccumulated is largely a function of its lipophiliclty that determines the efficiency with which It
is eliminated from tissue. Examples include the bioaccumulation of heavy metals (e.g. mercury)
and organic contaminants such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). In these instances, we are
generally more concerned with predicting the concentration of the material in fish tissue and how
different enVironmental conditions (e.g. varying temperatures', changes In diet or changes in .
growth rate) alter concentrations. . .

In this chapter we briefly describe the functions that are linked to the bioenergetics models
described In Chapter 2, to estimate nutrient regeneration and contaminant bioaccumulation by
fishes.



Analyses of Nutrient Regeneration and Contaminant Accumulation

4.1 Nutrient Regeneration

Kraft (1992) adapted the original Hewett and Johnson (1987) bioenergetios model to a mass
balance model of nutrient allocation in fishes (Nakashima and Leggett 1980) to estimate nutrient
regeneration rates by fishes. The strength of Kraft's (1992) approach is that it oouples estimates
of predation rat~s by fishes. t~ the elemental composition (I.e. Nand P) of fishes and their prey,
to estimate nutrient regeneration rates.· .

Nakashima and Leggett (1980) desoribed a mass balanoe model of phosphorus (P) allocation in
fishes according to:

equation 4.1

where

Cp '" mass of P consumed (g)
Gp '" mass of P allocated to growth (g)
Fp '" mass of P lost in feoes (g)
Up '" mass of P lost In urine (g)

P in urine (Up) is lost in soluble form that is readily available for uptake by aquatic primary
producers (Brabrand 1990; LaIl1991). Therefore, excreted P is generally of Interest to those
estimating the role of fishes in P oyoles' of aquatic systems. In this regard, equation 4.1 is more
useful when written as:

'", .,."

equation 4.2 ...
.. "."'

Exoreted P can be estimated as the differenoe between the P gained through consumption, and
that lost in feces and allocated to growth. Fecal losses can be accounted for as a direct
proportion of consumption (Nakashima and 'leggett 1980a) by determining a gross assimilation
efficiency (AEp) for a given prey type. Nakashima and Leggett (1980a) reported that P
assimilation efficiency was about 0.72, for most types of animal prey. Lali (1992) reports greater
variation in P assimilation efficiencies of fishes fed a variety of aquaoulture feeds.

By accounting for feca,l losses of P with an assimilation efficiency coefficient (AEp). Equation 4.2
simplifies to: .' . :

":'..

equation 4.3.

The mass Cif P cons\lmed (Cp) is oaiculated as the product of the mass of prey consumed and the
concentration of P in prey tissue. .

.. ..

Cp = C * [P]prey equation 4.4 . ','.,
. ,"-'

In Chapter 2 we discussed how bioenergetics can be used to calCUlate mass oons>lmption (C),
The nutrient regeneration model uses this value of C determined from the energetics component
of the model, in equation 4.4. The P concentration of prey is expressed as a percent of wet mass
determined for individual prey types. Appendix D lists P ooncentrations ([P}proy) for several typical
prey of fishes.

The amount of P allocated to growth (Gp) is the product of 1he Increase in mass due to growth,
and the P concentration in fish tissue. Phosphorus concentrations are about 0.5% of wet mass In
adult fishes. Davis and Boyd (1975) and Penczak et al. (1985) give speoies-speclfic P (and N)
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Analyses of Nutrient Regeneration and Contaminant Accumulation

concentrations for many fish species. Appendix D .summarizes the Nand.P concentrations in
seve~al fish species.

To estimate N regeneration by fishes, the nutrient mass balance can be coupled to the energetics
model, as was done for estimating P regeneration. To.do this the user needs data to describe N
concentrations in the predator and prey, and the assimilation efficiency of N (AEN)' N
concentrations are relatively weil known for a large number of prey taxa (Appendix C). Brett and
Groves (1979) estimated that the N assimilation efficiency was about 0.8 for carnivorous fishes.
This value of AEn will probably be lower for herbivorous fishes. However, the model Is easily
mOdified to incorporate other values of AEn .

. Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 couples both the P and the N mass balance to the energetics submodel In
a way that the N:P ratio of excreted and egested nutrients can be estimated. Chapter 6 of Section
2 describes In detail how to estimate nutrient (egeneration from fishes.

Example of how nutrient regeneration Is estimated using Fish Bioenergetics 3.0. The "
figure shows a 100 g yellow perch growing to 150 gin 365 days. The perch consumed

,100% Invertebrate prey with a tissue N:P ratio of 10 and an energy density of 3200 JIg until
day 200. At day 201 the perch began to consume Increasing proportions of fish prey with
an N:P ratio of 5 and an energy density of 4800 Jig. As a result, aftElr day 200 the growth
ratEl increases, and the N:P ratio of nutrients excreted decrease. The proportion of fish in
the perch diet is represented by the shaded region of the graph.
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Figure 1. The effects of a diet shift to fish on predator growth and N:P ratio In
excretIon. .
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4.2 Contaminant Accumulation
Fishes accumulate compounds by bioconcentration across their gills and through
bioaccumulatlon from ingested food. Although some studies suggest that uptake of contaminants
across the gills can be substantial (Post et at 1996), the bulk of accumulation usually occurs
through extraction from ingested food (Rowan and Rasmussen 1992; Rasmussen et ai. 1990;
Thomann and Connolly 1984; Thomann 1989; Rodgers 1994). Our modeling approach assumes
that uptake from water through the gills is negligible compared to that taken up through dietary
exposure.

Estimating the accumulation of compounds that are not main1ained at homeostatic concentrations
in fishes can be modeled by mass baiance models of uptake and elimination, to the bioenergetics
models. Examples of bioaccumulated compounds include methyl-mercury (MeHg), and orga'nic
contaminants such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

We present three' alternative methods to-modei contaminant accumulation in fishes. All three a;e
relatively simple compared to other models that have been developed to account for loss and
uptake processes in a more mechanistic fashion (e.g. Barber et at 1991). The methods we
present assume that contaminant uptake from water is insignificant, and that fishes incorporate
contaminants into tissue entirely due to uptake from ingested food. The first model we present
assumes that elimination of contaminants from body tissue Is constant and that contaminant
uptake can be modeled simply as a constant fraction of the amount of contaminants consumed
by a fish. This first model Is the most parsimonious approach to estimating contaminant
accumulation as it employs oniy one parameter to integrate across all possible uptake and loss
processes of contaminants. We recommend using model 1 for simuiating accumulation of highly
lipophilic organic contaminants such as PCBs, when the parameters for the more complex
models are not known. The second accumulation model accounts for contaminant elimination
explicitly and assumes that elimination rates are dependent on body size of tish (i.e. mass·
specific elimination rates are inversely proportional to body size). The third contaminant model
accounts for changes in elimination rates due to both body size and environmental temperature.
Models 2 and 3 scale elimination rate with mass-specific metabolic rates. We suggest using
models 2 and 3 to modei accumulation of contaminants that are relatively labile (e.g. mercury)
and whose elimination kineticEl are better established.

Model 1 - simple net trophic transfer efficiency with no elin:tination

Change in a predator's contaminant concentration ([X]p,ed)can be calcuiated as:

dXprod Idt = C * [X)proy * TEx equation 4.5

where C is the mass of prey consumed per unit time, [X]prey is the mean concentration of
contaminant-X in the prey, and TEx is the transfer efficiency of the contaminant from prey to "
predator. This transfer efficiency represents the net assimilation efficiency after accounting for all
sources of elimination and transformation (Jackson and Schindler 1996).

Jackson and Schindler (1996) estimated that TExfor total PCB transfer from prey fishes to Lake
Michigan lake trout, chinook salmon and coho salmon were 0.55, 0.60 and 0.50 respectively. This
means that, for example, 55% of the PCBs ingested by a lake trout are assimilated from prey
tissue and incorporated Into the predator tissue.
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Example of using Fish Bioenergetics 3.0to estimate the effect of growth rates on
contaminant accumulation by fishes. In this example, we show the PCB concentration for
a coho sallnon simulated under 3 growth-rate scenarios. A 500 9 coho was grown to either
700 g (I), 1000g (m), or 1500 9 (h), by consuming prey with a PCB concentration of 1 ppm.
The lines represent the PCB concentration of the coho for these three growth conditions.
We see that higher growth "rates lead to decreased PCB concentrations.
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Figure 2. PCI;! concentrations in coho salmon as a function of growth rate.

Model 2 - gross assimilation efficiency with allometric scaling of
clearance rate

The second contamina"nt accumulation model accounts for loss of contaminants In feces
and metabolic clearance from tissue. In this model, loss of contaminants. in feces Is modeled as a
constant proportion of that consumed, and clearance rate Issqaled allometlically. The change in
contaminant concentration per unit time Is calculated as:

dXpra• fdt " C * [X]p", * X.a• Clearance equation 4.6

where:" X.als the gross assimilation efficiency of contaminant-X from prey'

and
Clearance" Mass' * Xp,a. * KC1 equation 4.7

where ~ accounts for the effect of allometry on contaminant elimination.

1 (i.e. 1- X" is the proportion of consumed X lost in feces); X.a Is likely to vary with prey type and with
contaminant type. Rodgers (1994) successfully modeled MeHg accumUlation in yellow perch and lake
trout with X.. " 0.8.
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The two parameters to describe clearance are not well descrIbed in the literature. Rodgers (1994) .
used ~ = -0.58, and K" =0.029 SJ;'/d to describe methyl mercury elimination in yellow perch and
lake trout. These parameter values can be use~ as starting points for general exploratory studies.

Model 3 - gross assimilation efficiency with elimination rate
dependent on body size and temperature

Model 2 can be elaborated to account for the Increase in elimination rate with increases in .
environmental temperature. This is' accomplished by using the same function as described in
Model 2 (equations 4.6, 4.7), but by making the value of Kc1temperature dependent (Norstrom et
al. 1975; Rodgers 1994) according to:

..... """'.~

equation 4.8

where T is the environmental temperature

To Is the base temperature of the temperature-dependence function

The Tb is going to vary with the thermal preference of the fish to be simuiated. Extensive data do
not exist regarding these parameters but Rodgers (1994) suggested a Tb value of .10 0 C for la~e

trout and 15
0

C for yellow perch.

Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 can be used to model contaminant bioaccumulation In fishes with data
that describe the standard inpujs to the bioenergetics models (Chapter 2) and estimates of
contaminant concentrations in prey. Chapter 7 describes how to use Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 to
m(ldel contaminant accumulation in fishes. The largest unknowns involved in modeling
contaminant accumulation rates are in estimating the elimination rates. The models we have
presented here will be improved upon as better empirical data on elimination rates are described
in the literature. Many of the parameters listed in this chapter should be viewed as preliminary
and not as well known as the energetic parameters. Future research could be focused on better
describing the functions to describe the temperature and allometric scaling of contaminant
elimination, and of gross assimilation efficiencies of N, P and contaminants.
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Before'you Begin
1.1 General Conventions

Object or Formatting

Menu/Item

Predator,

Cohort file/document

Description
Perform the action described by the following text.

Menu describes a main menu option, such as File or Edit, found at
the top of the Fish Bioenergetics main window, and Item describes an
option, such as New or Open, listed in the pop-down menu,

The fish for which you are simulating bioenergetics. When you create
a new cohort/document you seietta predator species,

Document is a synonym for file, which represents aslmulated cohort
The three terms are often interchanged. In Fish Bioenergetics 3,0 you
can create two different fiie types, cohort and summary,

1.2 New Features in Version 3.0

• Unlimited number of cohorts
• Unlimited combinations of cohorts
• Unlimited number of prey
• Additional predator species
• Nutrient regeneration analysis
• Contaminant accumulation analysis. "
• First Impression built-in graphing program
• Formula Orie built-in spreadsheet
• Online help
• , Runs in Windows 3.1, Windows '95 and Windows NT



Getting Started
2.1 System Requirements

Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 will run under Windows 3.1, Windows '95 and Windows NT.
Hardware Requirements

• Intel compatible PC funning Windows :5.1, Windows '95, or Windows NT
• Minimum of 3 megabytes of hard disk space .
• Ash Bioenergetics 3.0 software media - note that the installation software is operating

system specific. For example, if you're running Windows 3.1, be sure to run the
installation program for Windows 3.1. On the installation CD you'll find subdirectories
for the different versions of Windows.

2.2 Installing Software
• Windows 3.1: For Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 to run in Windows 3.1, you must first

install the 32-bit emulator called "Win32s". Because Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 was
written to run under a 32-bit operating system, such as Windows '95 or Windows NT,
it requires interpretation to run under a 16-bit operating system, such as Windows 3.1.
Some users who've installed other 32-bit programs in their Windows 3.1 environment
may already have Win32s installed. If you're not sure whether or not to install Win32s,

install it anyway. ~J

Win32s >rJ
.. Insert the Cd'into the GO drive (or disk 1 into drive A if installing from floppies)
and type d:\win32s\setup within the Program Manager File/Run menu option.
Altematively, you can double click the setup.exe file on disk 1 from the Windows File
Manager if you are installing from floppies.

Follow the prompts that Win32s provides, and Win32s will add 32-bit interpretatipn to
Windows 3.1. If Win32s prompts you, t6 replace files that are already on your .'
computer with older Win32s files, be sure t6 indicate NO. Once you've completed
Win32s installation and rebooted Windows, you can proceed with Fish Bioenergetics
3.0 installation.

Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 for Windows 3.1

.. Insert the CD into the CD drive (or disk 1 into drive A if installing from floppies)
and ent~r a:\win31\setup within the Program Manager FilefRun menu option.
Altematively, you can double click the setup.exe file on disk 1 from the Windows File
Manager if you are installing from floppies.

Follow the prompts that the setup program provides, and Fish Bioenergetics $.0 will
install the program files on your hard disk, sample files in a SUbdirectory named
Samples, and some system files in the Windows/System SUbdirectory. Finally, the
setup program will create a Bioenergetics program group in the Windows Program
Manager.
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• Windows '95 or NT:'" Insert the CD into the CD drive (or disk 1 into drive A If
installing from floppies). Seiect Add/Remove Programs from the Windows control
panels and press the Install bulton. Be sure to select the setup.exe file located in the
d':\win95 subdirectory. Alternatively, you can double click 1he setup.exe file on disk 1
from within the Windows Explorer if you are installing from floppies.

Follow the prompts that the setup program provides, and Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 will
install the program files on your hard disk, sample files in a SUbdirectory named
Samples, and some system files in the Windows/System subdirectory. Finally, the
setup program will create a Bioenergetics entry in the Programs menu under your
Start bulton.

Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 Installed Files

File Name
regsvr32.exe

data.bem
bioen.exe
perch:
vcf132.ocx
vcfl32.ocx
msvcrt4D.dll
mfc4D.dll
0lepro32.dll

Description
software that registers Fish Bioenergetics
with the Windows operating system
species physiological parameters
program executable'
a number of perch sample files
Formula One built-In spreadsheet
First ImpreSSion built-in graphing
Windows system file
Windows system file
Windows system file

Installed Location
temporarily in the program
directory
program directory
program directory
samples SUbdirectory
Windows\system directory
Windows\system directory
Windows\system directory
Windows\system directory
Windows\system directory

2.3 Software Overview
Fish B/oenergetics 3.0 allows you to combine your field data with known physiological fish
parameters to create simulations depicting the consumption and growth characteristics of
your fish. To run a simulation, you need user input data that you've estimated (temperature,
diet, prey energy density, etc.); user input parameters, such as the date range of your
simulation and the start and final mass of your predator; and Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 to
calculate daily consumption and growth.
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Input
First Day: 1
Final Day: 365
start Weight: 60
Final Weight 90

In ut Parameters

&
I Walleye.pya

I Walleye.dle

Walleve.tem

Day Temp ...1 6
31 10
62 17 I-92 22

.123 22

,.

Output
(over 40 available variables)

:De\' oi sir~uiaHoi)"""" .. .

3.10.+002

7.13.+002

1.12f?i-DD3

Gross production [g} --" Weight (g) If!!;'
1.52e+003 ..---=-.,-~r-----,--..".-.-9.15e+OOl ~~,

l If,~. f
f----If--'<,;:-.j-.---,.,7"F--l1'+ 8.37.+001 ..... \'1"-,1

I'
7.58.+001 I;'

'14,---++-7'--4---1---+ 6.79.+001 (

9.18e+OOl 6.00c-t-1l01 r~'

.n "'~;~Ij~ ,~fi\i\l;'fil"l~:'~[~~~J~i,~~~~!t~~~:Y"'::;'''/,,;':d
Model components including Input data, input parameters, software, and output.
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2.4 Starting Bioenergetics
TD start Fish BIDenergetics 3.0, simply dDuble click the Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 icon located In the
Bioenergetics group (Windows 3.1) or the Program menu under the Start button (Windows '95 or
NT).

2.5 Sample Data and Bioenergetics Run
All Df the examples used in the foliDwing chapters pertain to the simulatiDn (PERCH.RUN) of a
hYPDthetical yellDw perch populatiDn living h Lake Perea. The data represent a cDhDrt of age-3
perch which grDw from 60 g on June 1 (Simulation day 1) to 90 g on May 31 of the fDIlDwing year.
The initial perch pDpulation size is 10,000 with a natural mortality rate Df 30% per year, and a
harvest mortality rate Df 25% during the fishing seaSDn (June 1 tD OctDber 1'5) (PERCH.MOR).
The diet (PERCH.DIE) gradually changes frDm all invertebrates on June 1 to all fish on December
1 with the perch remaining exclusively piscivDrDus tD the end of the year. The energy density of .

. both predator (PERCH.PDC) and prey (PERCH.PYC) remain constant throughout the year. The
perch reside In a temperate lake where seasonal water temperatures range from 4 DC in the
Winter to 23 DC in the summer (PERCH.TEM). Industrial development has polluted the waters of
Lake Perea such that the perch population accumulates PCBs from their diet (PERCH.PYX) at a
constant aSSimilation efficiency of (PERCH.AEX). In addition, these perch act as a vector for
nitrogen and phosphorus transport between the littoral zone (Where they consume their prey) and
the open lake. Files describing the nitrogen and phosphorus content Df the perch (PERCH.PDN
and PERCH,PDP) and their prey (PERCH.PYN and PERCH.PYP), and the gross assimilation
efficiency (PERCH.AEN and PERCH.AEP) are proVided.
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3.1 Required Components

Following are the minimum components required to get started with Fish Bioenergetics 3.0. You
may find It helpful to examine the complete list of user input data in section 3.2, table: User input
Data Files and the complete list of user input parameters found in section 3.4, tabie: User Input
Parameters. These two tables Indicate all of the possible input information that you could supply if
you were to run all facets of the model. .

• User Input Data: Text files that include
data for at least temperature, prey
consumed as proportions of the total
diet, and prey energy densities (see
section 3.2, tabie: User Input Data
Files). These data ma,y be collected
from the field, retrieved from your

:~~~~ii~i~1j~~r~~~~~~~U~~nd~~~many text as If YOU\')!N!l)PrOl1ldlng,~t''''Ia.,text:fll~;''l:1l}!A'e)Jer;'!llJl:O~I~

~~:~~~~~~:~;:~~~~~~ss~~~::,o~rt~~u ,~:~:~~:;~t~~r~lj~:1~r?,~:~,;:'~tlf:~m~J~\to,'tJ~!h,:,,:til
can enter the data manually using the built-in'spreadsheet. Each data file consists of a two
dimensional array where simulation day Is the first column and the data, such as temperature or
prey energy densities, are in the remaining columns.

• ,User Input Parameters:
First Analysis Day: The first day of your simulation. All data files must include a day that.is less
than or equal to your first analysis day. The simulation days are arbitrary and do not fall under any
kind of calendar constraints.
Final Analysis Day: The iast day of your simulation. Once again, data files must inciude a day that
is greater than or equal to your final analysis day. Because simulation days are arbitrary, you can
have a simuiation day that's greater than 365.' " ' . . .
Start Weight: The mass in grams of your fish before you run your analysis. If your analysis runs'
from day 1 through day 200, start weight would be the mass of your fish at the beginning of day
one.,incidentally, start weight and finai weight apply to a single fish and are simply multiplied by
the number of fish in a cohort to equal the mass of the starting popUlation.
Final Weight (alternatively Total consumption): The mass in grams of your fish when your
analysis finishes. Although final weight is reqUired entry, it is used only for estimating proportion of '
total possible consumption (P-value estimate), and not for actual predictive analyses. An
altemative analysis would be to estimate the P-value and the final weight based on a known total
consumption. In this case, you would first indicate Fit to consumption, in Simulation Setup and
then enter the total consumption of your fish in this field.

• Software: Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 Installed on your computer allows you to use your input data,
first and final analysis days, and your start and final weights to model changes in fish and fish
popUlation energetics.
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Example:

In June you sampled three-year-old perch and determined their average mass to be
60 g. In May of the following year you sampled the same population of perch which
noW'weigh an average of 90 g. In addition, you've sampled the water temperature
on and off throughout the season. You've been able to determine which prey the
perch was likely to consume and In what proportions. Here's what your basic
bioenergetics input data might look like:

First anaiysis day: 1
Start weight: 60 g

Final analysis day: 365
Final weight: 90 g

3-2
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3.2 User Input Data Files
User inp·ut data files contain information
that youmay have collected in the field,
retrieved from your historical archives,
or pUlled from scientific journals. These
data files are created outside of Fish
Bioenergetics 3.0 and are loaded by the
software during setup of the
bioenergetics simulation. The data files
that you need to run a simulation
depend on the compleXity of the
simulation. For example, if you're
interested only in the predator's consumption of a specific prey item, then· you'll need only
Temperature, Diet, Prey energy density (and pos?Jblypredator energy density); however, if
you're also interested in the quantity of PCBs that the predator consumed because of Its diet,
you'll need to add Prey concentration and AssimilatIon efficiency files for your contaminants.

Below is a table of all possibie user input data files. No matter how many files you need, keep in
mind that allinpul data files must meet the follOWing criteria:

• tab delimited
• first line must be column headers
• first column must be day

In addition, all data files have the following criteria In common:

• any non-number indicates no data
• days do not need to be contiguous
• days can encompass any valid integer range
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User Input Data Flies

ltahClzedflies are optional and dependent upon the type of analySIS you are running. .
1 Technically, you can give your files any extension, but Fish Bioenergetics 3.Dwllllook first for the default
extension. . .
2 Flies indicated as 'unlimited' columns must have the same number of column"found In the Prey Energy Density
file and must have the sarna column names as those found In the Prey Energy Density file; however, beyond the day
column the order of columns Is not Important.

#of File
Data Cols Units Extension

1 Description
Temperature 2 degrees C tern water temperature In which the "fish lives during the

simulation; temperature" can vary over time
Diet Unl1mlted" decimal proportion die on any gIven day the proportIon of each prey specIes

consumed by the predator; sum of all proportions on
each day .must equal 1; number of entries per day must
equal the number of species In the prey energy density
fJle; proportions can vary over time

Predator energy 2 Joules .per gram of pdc Joules per gram wet body mass of the predator; energy
dens/tv predator body mass density'can vary overtime
Prey energy density Unlimited Joules per gram of pyc Joules per gram wet body mass of each prey item;

prey body mass. number of enlrles per day must equal the number of
species In the diet file; energy density can vary over
time ..

Morlamy '. " Unlimited percentage mor probability of death over a iime period; probabilities can
rcary ov~rtlme; duration of any given mortality 'type
column is independent of other mortalltv tvoes

Phosphorus
Analvsls
Prey concentration Unlimited proportIon of wei pyp -phosphorus per gram body mass of Bach prey item;

mass ohosohorus concentration can vary over time
Assimlfation Unlimltad proportion aep gross efficiency with whIch each prey item's phosphorus
effiolency Is iaken up by the predator; asslmllation efficIency can

varv over time .
Predator 2 proportion of wet pdp phosphorus per gram body mass of the predator;
'concentration mass phosphorus concentration can valV over time

, Nitronen Analvsls
Prey Qoncentration Unlimitedi:' proportion of wet pyn nitrogen per gram body mass of each prey item;

mass nltroosn concentration can varl over t1ms
ASSimilation Unlimited- proportion aen gross efficiency with which each prey Item's nitrogen is
efficiency taken 'up by the predator; assimilation efficiency can

VaIV over tIme
Predator 2 proportion of wet. pctn nitrogen per gram body mass of the predator; nitrogen
concrmtratlon mass concentratIon can varY over time .
Contaminants
Analvsls
Prey concentration Unlimlted< mg/kg pyx contaminants per gram body mass of each prey item;

contaminants concentratIon can varv over time
Assiri1IJatTon Unlimitedl:: proR°rtlon aex opt efficiency witllwhlch each prey item's contaminants
efficienoy is taken up by the predator; a·ssimlJation efficiency can

vary over time..
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3.3 User Input Data Files - Samples

Sample input flies created from Excel® spreadsheets and saved as tab delimited text files.

Temperature Input file

Diet input file

Prey energy density input file

Predator energy density Input file .
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Mortality

Phosphorus concentration in prey items

J'ihosphorus assimilation efficiencies of prey items

Phosphorus concentration in predator

Nitrogen concentrations in prey items

3-6
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Nitrogen assimilation efficiencies of preY Items

Nitrogen concentration of predator

Contaminant concentrations in prey items

Contaminant assimilation efficiencies in prey items

Learning Bioenergetics
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3.4 User Input Parameters
User input parameters provide the general framework in which your simulation will ru.n, Unlike
'user Input data files, which are two-dlmensionai sets of data that span some time period, each
input parameter represents a singie point of data, such as your fish's start weight. You can easiiy
play with these parameters to see how their changes effect the results of your simulatiDn. For
example, YDur start weight and f.inal weight can help YDudetermine the propDrtiDn of maximal
cDnsumptiDn (P-value) that YDur fish experienced tD attain its growth. YDU can easily vary either
the start weight Dr final weight and watch how the P-value changes. The table below describes
each of the user input parameters in mDre detail.

User Input Parameters

Parameter Units Description
Maintenance degrees C Temperature below which thls fish cannot survive
temperature
First day day as integer The first day of your simulation. The value must be greater than or

eaual to all beainnino dates In vour user inout data flies.
Final day day as Integer The final day of your simulation. The value must be less than or equal

to all the final dates in VOUT user Inout data files.
Start weight grams The mass of the individual fish before you run your analysis. \f your

analysis runs from day 1 through day 200. start weIght would be the
mass of vour fish at the beoinnlno of dav 1.

Final weight grams The mass In grams of your fish when your analysis finishes. Although
(alternatively Total flnal weight .Is required entry, It Is used only tor-estimating proportion
consumption) of total possible consumption (P-valuB estimate), and not for actual

predictive analyses. An alternative analysis would be to estimate 1he
P-valll8 and the flnal weight based on a known total consumption. In
this case, you would fIrst Indicate Fit to consumption in Simulation
Setup and then enter the total consumption of your fish In this field . .

Initial population size Numoer of fish The number of fish in your cohort at the beginning of the simulation.
DB1' of spawning dev- as Integer The day of the simulation during which all flsh in the cohort spawn.
Percentage of weIght percentage The percentage of the fishes mass that is Immediately lost to spawn.
spawned Note that each cohort can spawn only once, and all spawn Is applied

to one day in the simulation. .
Contaminant
Analvsls
Initial predator mg/kg The c.qncentratlon of contaminants.lri.yo!Jr prelJator a~ 1he beginning
concentration of the- simulaUon. . " . .. .
Allometric constant none Mass deoendence of contamInant elimination.
ElimInation constant o'W Base line elimination rate,
Base temperature for degrees C Scales the temperature dependence of elimination.
elimination

italIcized parameters are optional and dependent upon !he type of analysis you are running.

3.5 Physiological Parameters in the Software
Fish Bioenergetics '3.0 cDntains a database of physiolDgicaiparameters for many different species
and life stages Df fish. In essence, these parameters define how one species and life stage of fish
differs from anDther. When YDU first create a cDhDrt within the sDftware, you are prompted tD pick
a species. When YDU pick your'specles, you're really Dpening a set of physioiogical parameters
that is unique to the species and life stage YDu've chDsen. How the ,fish's ·growth, consumption,
respiration, egestion and excretiDn result from YDur input data are dependent upon the fish's
physiDlogical parameters. .
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F<;>r the most part, these parameters have been determined experimentally in the laboratory and
do not change. You do not need to edit or even view any of the physiological parameters while.
running your simuiation; however, you can change their values. F<;>r a more in-depth discussion of
the parameter definitions, derivations and applications, read sectiDn 1, chapter 2 Df the
dDcumef.ltation, Core Processes in Bioenergetics. FDr a listing of the parameter values of different
species, see Appendix A, Fish Physiological Parameters.

.. Select EdillPhyslological parameter defaults to view the physiolDgical parameter
database. Note that the database will be permanently altered by any changes you make to these
data; however, making changes in the database will have nD effect Dn physiolDgical parameters in
cohort files that already exist.

Interface for editing the physiological pararneter database.

A conservative approach to editing a species' physiolDgical parameters Is to copy the species of
Interest and give It a new name, thus allowing you to test your changes before committing to
permanently updating the database. You can always refer to Appendix A to view the original
parameters.

3.6 Putting it All Together
A file Is a cohort: The mDst fundamental unit of analysis is a cohort. In Fish Bioenergetics 3.0, a
cohort is a single species of fish in a specific life stage, such as an adult perch. A cohort can
represent one fish or many fish. In Fish Bioenergetics 3.0, each file is a cohort. You create a
cDhDrt when you open a new file; load your user Input data, and use thi:l software's physiological
parameters appropriate for YDur species to analyze your data and make predictiDns. Multiple
cDhorts are created by creating mUltiple files, and you analyze the results of multiple CDil0rts by

. creating a second file type called a summary file.

3-9
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Multiple document concept: Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 is like many other Windows software
packages because it allows you to open several documents concurrently, and to relate the
information among documents. To help illustrate this concept, Imagine a spreadsheet program
that aliows you to have several spreadsheets open at the same time. Imagine that this program
allows you to create a special spreadsheet, called a summary sheet, that allows you to perform
calculations involving data from all of the other open spreadsheets. This spreadsheet program
would be analogous 'to Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 in that a spreadsheet represents a cohort file and a
summary sheet represents a bioenergetics summary file.

The Results: Although you can view over 40 variables as part of your results, you typically will
concentrate on a few key ones, such as consumption, gross production, mass, mortality or
population number. You can view your results as a graph or you can save them to a tab-delimited
text file,

I Walleye.pyc

I Walleye.dle

Walleve.tem

Day Temp -1 6
31 10
62 17 -92 22
123 22

Output
(over 40 available variables)

&
In ul Parameters

First Day: 1
Final Day: 365
start Weight 60
Final WeIght 90

Input

_ Weight loJ E
9.15dOOl ~.

I"" Vii
\ V- i

f / i-

LL V

7.13c...OIl2

3.10uODZ

Grtlss prDducllun lui
t.5lctODS

O,37el·DOl [ ..
n.~

1.{;8c+OOl ~;,

6.79~ODl f;y
1-:

.111cfllOl 6.00e'lDDl ::::

__ fi§r~r:~;.'~~J;:'~~lfJ~r~\-B.I!f,;'~~ar;~~:;T~~?~:or;;.: ~

, 1.12c+003

)
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Creating a Cohort
4.1 The Five Major Steps

In general, you need to complete five steps to create and analyze a new cohort. Although each
one of these steps can require some detailed information, you usually can successfully create a
new cohort by hitting toolbar icons in the order shown beiow and accepting the default vaiues.
Being able to create a new cohort assumes that you've created your input data files and have
given some thought to your user input parameters.

Icons will appear on the toolbar oniy after the previous icon has been selected and the ensuing
steps have been completed. In other words, you'll be able to select only icon 1 when you first start,
but after you've completed that step, you'll be able. to select icon 2.

1. New file Icon allows you to select a species and create a new cohort or summary
2. Setup icon selects· options and loads data
3. P·value icon estimates the proportion of maximum consumption required to produce the input

growth
4. Run icon executes a Bioenergetics run
5. Graph or Spreadsheet icon generates output .

4.2 Step 1: New Cohort and Select a Species

* From the main Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 window, select File/New or press the new-file icon.
The folloWing window will appear.
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I

Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 presents two options for new flies, Cohort and Summary. A cohort file
represents a single species of fish at a single life stage, such as an age three perch. The cohort
can' represent one fish or many fish. A summary file allows you to summarize information from
several opeT1.cohort files. For example, you might have two cohort files open - juvenile perch and
adult perch. Within each cohort file you can determine the consumption by that cohort and its
population, but you might be Interested in determining the overall consumption by both juvenile
and aduit perch over the same time period. The summary file facilitates this type of calculation.
Chapter 5, Creating a Summary - Analyzing Multiple Cohorts describe in detail the summary file.

... For now, highlight Cohort and press OK. The Species List window will appear.

.. Select the species of your ~hoice by highlighting it and pressing OK. If you select perch,
your screen will look like this.

Notice how the Setup icon has now become available.
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4.3 Step 2: Setup
There ara three major steps to setting up your cohort: S!mulation Setup, Data File Setup, and
Species Setup.

.. Select Setup from the main menu, and the following drop-down menu appears.

You'll see the three major setiJp steps (BfOenergetics Run setup will be covered later in this
chapter). Depending on how far you've progressed through the setup process, some of these
setup options might be grayed. As you complete each setup step, starting with SImulation,
additional setup steps will become available. Pressing the setup icon from the toolbar has the
same effect as selecting Setup/Simulation from the.main window.

Simulation

.. Select either Setup/Simulation or the setup icon from the tootbar. The Simulation Setup
window appears.

4·3
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.. Press OK to accept the default values, or you can modify the Simulation Setup options to fit
your specific needs.

Run Options

Show phys,iologiGal parameters in species setup: Check this box if you would like to see and
be able to edit the fish physlologlcai parameters that have been copied from the software
database into your new cohort. Although you will be able to .edlt these parameters, you should do
so with the understatJding that you're changing the basic physiology of the fish. Do not worry about
corrupting the software database, because the parameters presented to you In a cohort file are a
copy of the originals from the database. To view the original database values', select
Edit/PhysiologIcal parameter defaults.

Input/Output energy as Joules: This box is checked by default. Keep in mind that data from the
two input data files, prey energy density and predator energy density, must be consistent with your
seleclion in this check box. If you decide to use the defauli predator energy density that's provided
with Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 instead of inputting your own data, the software will automatically
convert the energy density to the appropriate units. If you deactivate this box, you must use
calories as the currency of energy (one cal = 4.186 jouies). .

P-value Estimation Method: Estimating the P-value really means determining the average
proportion of maximal consumption that your cohort maintained to change from its start weight to
its final weight during the duration of your simulation. For example, your cohort might grow from
60 to 90 grams 'in a year. Based on your Input data flies and the basic physiology of your cohort, it
might have a maximum consumption of 5,600 grams of prey per year. Let's say that your fish ate
at Its maximum consumption rate (which is equivalent to a P-value of 1), Using a P-value of 1, the
software would calculate your cohort's growth from 60 to 2,155 grams In a year. Well, your fish did
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not grow to 2,155 grams, it grew to 90 grams, and so the software would try a P-value equal to 0.5
(or 50% of maximal consumption). The software iteratively recalculates the growth of your fish
based on different P-values until it finds a P-value (or proportion of maximal consumption) that
aliows your fish to grow from 60 to 90 grams. Once the software has determined the P-value, It, '
can use-that P-value in subsequent Run calculations.

Calculating a P-value based on a change In mass is the most common method; however, you
have the option of calculating your P-value based on total consumption during your simulation. For
example, your cohort might grow to some unknown mass based on a known yearly consumption
of 1,400 grams of food and a start mass of 200 grams, Based on your input data files and the
basic physiology of your fish, it might have a maximum consumption (which is equivalent to a P
value of 1) of 6,800 grams of prey per year. Since your cohort didn't consume 6,800' grams of
prey, the software will use a lower P-value .and recalculate total consumption and repeat the
process until calculated consumption equals the consumption of 1,400 grams that you entered.
The resulting P-value might be around 0.48.

• Fit to end weight: Check this option if you would like the software to calculate your'
cohort's P-vaiue (proportion of maximal consumption) based on its change in mass
during the simulation.

• Fit to consumption: Check this option If you would like the software to calculate
your cohort's P-value (proportion of maximal consumption) based on its total
consumption of prey during the simulation.

Additional Analyses: With the possible exception of Input predator energy density, the
additional analyses are optional.

• Input predator energy density: Predator energy density is the joules per gram wet
body mass of your fish. in the real world your cohort's energy density wili fluctuate
over time. If you have prepared a predator energy density inpui file that represents
these changes, then select the Input predator energy density option and you'li be
prompted for that file in the User Input Data Files setup. otherwise, you can accept
the default value copied from the software's database for this species. If the
software's database contains no default energy density, then you will be required to
select this option.

• Spawning: Does your cohort spawn during your simulation? If so, select this option
, and you'll be prompted for the spawn day and percent body mass spawned in the

User Input Parameters setup.
'. Population mortality,: Your cohort can represent a population of fishes if you select

this option. This option assumes that you will provide mortality data (in the form of
percent of popUlation dying over time) during the User Input Data Files setup.

• Nitrogen and phosphorus analysis: Select this option if you would like to
determine the conversion of nitrogen and phosphorus from that which is contained in
the prey's flesh to that which is regenerated by the pred.ator. If you select this anaiysis
you will be prompted for prey concentration input data files and assimilation efficiency
input data files during the User Input Data Flies setup.

• Contaminant analysis: Select this option if you would like to model the changes in
contaminant concentration in the predator based on the contaminant concentrations
in its prey. If you select this anaiysis you wili be promptE1d for a prey concentration
input data file and an assimilation efficiency input data file during the User Input Data
Files setup. In addition, you must decide upon the mechanism by which the predator
will eiiminate some of the contaminants it has consumed.

• Net assimilation efficiency: Select this option if your predator will
assimilate contaminants based soleiy upon data provided in the contaminant
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assimilation input data fila. The remaining contaminants are eliminated. You
will need to know the initial predator concentration for the User Input
Parameters setup.

• Gross assimilation efficiency +constant elimination: If your predator
assimilates at a rate indicated In your contaminant assimilation input data file,
and yet loses some of those assimilated contaminants at a constant rate,
select this option. You will need to know the initial predator concentration, and
the elimination and allometric constants for the User Input Parameters
setup.

• Gross assimilation efficiency + T-dependent elimination: If your predator
assimilates at a rate indicated in your contaminant assimilation input data file, .
and yet loses some of those assimilated cOntaminants at a rate that's
dependent upon temperature, seiect this option. You will need to know the
initiai predator concentration, the elimination and ailometri6 constants, and
the base temperature for elimination for the·User Input Parameters setup.

Maintenance temperature: Ypu can input atemperature (in degrees Celsius) beiow which your
cohort will not survive. The software will then substitute this temperature whenever your user input
data temperatures drop beiow this temperature. .

User Input Data Files

.. Select Setup/User Input Data Flies from the main menu.

If you originally started the setup process from Setup/Simulation or the setup Icon, you
automatically will be forwarded into User Input Data Files setup when you select OK from
Simulation setup. Otherwise, you can select SetuplUser Input data files from the program's
main menu.
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..1'-

;taiicizedfiles are optional'and' ..... :..•;;
dependent upon the"type :of":analysis ,'-:"
you are running.· . ". . ::.:.)

Contaminants Aaalysls .....
Prl?yconoentration ·:'c· ;.,
Assimilation.efficierlCY

Nitrogen AnalYsis. ,:
Preyconcentratio'n>, '.,
Assimilationefficilincy,'" ....
Predator ooncentrat/oii: " .

Load Data via Data Files:

.. Press the Browse button or type the full
path and file name in the text box.

You can type in the fuli paths of your user input
data files, or you can press the Browse button
and search for your data files. If you did not
seiect nitrogen and phosphorus analysis or
contaminant analysis within the Run Options
setup, you will not see the nitrogen and
phosphorus Data Files and Contaminant Data
Files tabs. You will aiways need to provide
temperature, diet and prey energy density files.
Depending upon the additionai analyses
you've selected in the Run Options setup, you might have to provide other files as well. For a
complete discussion of User input Data Files, see section 3.2, User input data fiies. Note that data
files are loaded as soon as you exit the text fieid that applies to your file name or as soon as
you've completed the Browse function for thalflle. Once you've loaded your data, you can check
the Manual entry box and press the Edit button that appears to view or edit yoar data.

Load Data via Manual Entry:

... Check the Manual entry box and press
the Edit Qulton that appears.

This option allows you to type your data into a
spreadsheet that pops-up. The data must
conform to the same ruies that apply to user
input data flies.

.. Select'OK to move onto User Input Parameters setup (don't forget nitrogen and phosphorus.
and contaminant files when applicable).

User Input Parameters

.. Select Setup/User Input Parameters from the main menu.

If you were previously. editing the User Input Data Files setup, you would automatically have
been forwarded into User Input Parameters when you seiected OK from user Input Data Flies

. setup, The' sheet that pops-up can colitain as many as three tabbed dialogs depending upon the
optionsyou selected in Run Options setup. .
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Individual.and Population Parameters

You must provide data for at least four of the six fields (P-vaiue Is for your information only, and
Initial population size is available if you selected Mortality in your Run setup).

• First day (integer): The first day of your simulation. The value must be greater than
or equal to all beginning dates in your user input data files.

• Final day (integer): The finai day of your simulation. The value must be less than or
equal to ail the final dates in your user input data files.

• Start weight (grams): The mass of your fish before you run your analysis. If your
analysis runs from day 1 through day 200, start weight would be the weight of your
fish at the beginning of day 1. Incidentally, start weight and final weight apply to a

, single fish and are simply multiplied by the number of fish in a cohort to equal the
mass of the starting population. '

• Final weight (grams) (alternatively Total consumption): The mass in grams of
your fish when your analysis finishes. Although final weight is required entry, it is used
oniy for estimatin'g proportion of total possible consumpti9[1 (P-value estimate), and
not for actual predictive analyses. An alternative analysis Would be to estimate the P
vaiue and the final weight based on a known total consumption. In this case', you
would first indicate Fit to consumption in Simulation Setup and then enter the total
consumption of your fish in this field. '

• Initial population size: The number of fish In your cohort Immediateiy before the '
beginning of your simulation.

"'-once you've entered your parameters, seiect another pa'rameier sheet if available; such as
Spawning or Contaminants, or select OK.
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Spawning

The Spawning parameter page is available only when you've selected Spawning as an option in
your Run setup. You must provide data for both fields.

• Day of spawning (integer): This is the day during your simulation when all fish in
the cohort spawn, Spawning day mOst be greater than or equal to Start day and less
than or equal to Final day.

• Percentage of weight spawned (%): Enter the percent of your cohorts mass that Is
lost due to spawning.

.• Once you've entered your parameters, select another parameter sheet if aVi3.i1able, such as
Contaminants, or select OK, .

Contaminants
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The Contaminants parameter page is available when YOU've selected Contaminant analysis as
an option in your Run setup. Some or all of the fields will be available for editing depending on the
type of conta'llinant analysis selected in your Run setup.

• Initial predator concentration (mg/kg): The concentration of contaminants in your
predator immediately before the simulation begins.

• Allometric constant: Mass dependence of contaminant elimination.
• Elimination constant (g"/d): Baseline elimination rate.
• Base temperature for elimination (degrees C): Scales the temperature

dependence of elimination.

.. Once you've entered your parameters, select OK.'

'Bioenergetics Run

When you select P/Run/Bioenergetics Run from the main menu or the run icon you will
automatically be forwarded to Bioenergetics Run setup first. Otherwise, you can select
Setup/Bioenergetics Run at anytime from the main menu.

Before you can 'execute your Bioenergetics Run, you must decide which of two possible
parameters, P-value or ration" to hold constant while varying the other. For most applications
outside of the laboratory you'll assume a constant P·value while the amount of prey th~'Qohort ,
consumes (ration) will vary. But for some applications, such as raising fish In captivity, you might
feed your fish a given amount of food daily. In this case, seleci constant ration.

• Constant P-value (proportion): The proportion of maximal consumption that will be
applied to each day of your simulation. If you've recently executed a Fit P-value, the
resulting p·value wll1 be displayed here; otherwise, the P-valuB you used for your
most recent Bioenergetics Run will be displayed. In either case, you can change this
value. ..

• Constant ration (% of mass/day): The amount of prey consumed (in the form of % "
of an individual fish's mass) by your cohort on each day of the simulation

.. Once you've entered your parameters, select OK and the Bioenergetics Run will execute.
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4.4 Step 3: Estimating a P-value (optional)

... Select either P/Run/Fit P-value or the P icon from the toolbar. Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 will
estimatethe P-value and display it in the P Estimate portion of the cohort window and change the
status light from red and "Updatel" to green and "Ready."

Why Estimate a P-value?

If estimating a P-value is optional, why do it? First, you must understanEl-tllat estimating a P-value
.. tells you the consumption behavior of your cohort based on your user input danr-anQ..p~eters.

Recall that the P-value represents a proportion of maximum consumption,at which the conotMs"" ..
feeding. Let's say that you've setup your simulation, you execute a P-value-astimate, and Fish·
Bioenergetics 3.0 returns a P-value much higher than you anticipated. Atlhis point you would
review your input data and parameters to determine whether or not-inaccuracies exisl.· .

. . .'. ::iJ·~;!r(·:·~·"·

.. Whyesii""

P-value Estimate: Estimates the
proportion of maximum ..
consumption based on a start weight, final weight, and other user input data and
parameters.
Bioenergetics Run: Calculates the cohort's final.weight (and many other variables)
based on a start weight, P-value, and other user input data iind parameters.

You also can see how estimating a P
value provides a mechanism for exploring
input data and parameters and
determining their effects on consumption.
Why can't you do this in the actual
Bioenergetics Run? Because the P-value
estimate and Bioenergetics Run perform
slightly different calculations:
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How the P-value estimate calculation works

Try a new P-value until
Final weight - Start weight'" Total growth

In pseudocode, the calculation runs as follows:

Until calculated growth =observed growth (final weight - start weight) do:
{ .

Guess at a P-value
For the total number of simulation days do:
{

Use the P-value to calculate growth
increment to the next day
Total growth =previous growth plus today's growth

}
If total growth does not equal observed growth, repeat with a new P-value

}

Note that the P-vaJue is cOlisidered·acceptable when the percent difference between estimated
total growth and observed growth is less than or equal to 0.001%
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4.5 Step 4: Executing a Bioenergetics Run

.. Select either P/Run/Run Bioenergetics orthe R icon from the toolbar. The Bioenergetics
Run Setup window appears.

.. Select either Constant P-value or Constant ration in the Run Setup and press OK.

Fish Bioenergetics 3,0 will calcuiate a Bioenergetics Run and display it in the Bioen Run portion of
the cohort window and change the status light from red and "Update!" to green and "Ready,"

The P-Eslimate values and the Bioen Run values mayor may not be the same depending on
whether or not you used the P-value from the P-value Estimate in your Bioenergetics Run. Even "if
you do use tile same P-value, your results may be sllghtiy different (percent difference < 0.5 0/0)
because of rounding that occurs in the daily calculations. The values present on the screen
represent just a few 01 the most commonly viewed variables and are intended to give you a qUick
iook at your results. "
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How the Bioenergetics Run Works

On a daily basis, Fish BIoenergetics 3.0 calculates growth based on the following equation:

Growth = Consumption· Respiration - SDA • Egestlon - Excretion

Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 calculates parameters on a daily time step. Consequently, your finest
resolution in output data is daily values. Calculations begin.on day one of your simulation and
continue through the final day. .

.:,','~',' .'" ,!b,~I~r·F!~z,.~i~~~~m~fi~I>'~'~~tJ~·.'?~I~~j~;I~~~!:;i;)'j'o::;li~
:.',: ,Retrieve user jnputdaJafor'tmecurrentday;"iriterp01ii.t~;if;;:'

~,~~it~~~~~i~ll
,o,·;I,fappllcable,calbu!.at~1)itrC),gen'<lndpliosphpr~S'.~J:l9;i:/',/i';

~;:r~~~Bi~~l~:~~it]~~;;;h~poP;~1atib;~;:~~!;~~~rti~1;1
'0 ,'Determine'the,nurnbe(ofdeatlisin the p6pliiatioJ;l) 'i," ";
• "Ca1culaJe netproductiori. ; ." ' ,;',,' , "",.' '}i;."';'"

Calculated Results

Once you've executed a Bioenergetics Run, you may view or graph the calculated results of
nearly 70 parameters. The type and number of parameters availabie depends on the options
chosen in your simulation setup. '

Output Variables

.,'

Output Parameter Units (type) Description
Day of simulation' ' day (inteaer) Aae of fish in sirtiulation days
Day of year day (integer) Day of year in 'a simulation (i.e. simulation can start on

day 30 and 'run to any day) ,
Temperature dearees C Temperature on the current dav
Welaht arams Wet mass of the fish on the current day
Population number number Total number of fish alive on the current-day
Population biomass grams Total biomass (population I)umber x mass) (>f the cohort

on the current day ,
Specific growth rate JOUles/grams/day The number of JOUles of energy allocated to growth per

aram of oredator mass on the current day
Specific consumption. joules/grams/day The number of JOUles of energy consumed per gram of
rate predator mass on the current day .
Specific egestion rate joules/gramsiday. The number of joules of energy egested per gram of

oreoator mass on the cum;nt day
Specific excretion joules/grams/day The number of JOUles of energy excreted per gram of
rate predator mass on the current day
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Page 2 of2

incorrect. Currently, they read as follows:

Nitrogen by prey item- % wet mass Nitrogen concentration by individual prey items

horus by prey item % wet mass Phosphorus concentration by Individual prey items

this part of the table to read as follows:

n by prey item grams Nitrogen mass by individual prey items -
horus by prey item grams Phosphorus mass by individual prey items -

Increment
Gross production grams Total increase in biomass of the cohort on the current day

(includes biomass used in metabolism and iost through
mortalitvl

Gross production Joules Total increase in energy of the cohort on the current day
(includes biomass used'in metabolism and lost through
mortalitvl ' ,

Gametic production grams The total mass of Qametes lost on the current day
Gametic production joules The net loss of energy associated with spawning on the

current day
Net production grams Increase in biomass of the cohort on the current day

excludinQ losses to metabolism and mortality
Net production jouies Increase in energy content of the cohort on the current

day excludinQ losses to metabolism and mortality
Prey-Total by indiv grams The total daily biomass of all prey consumed by an

individual fish on the current day. Analogous parameters
are Qenerated for each specific prey tvoe . ,

Prey-Totai by indiv . joules The total daily energy content of all prey consumed by an
individual fish on the cuirent day. Analogous parameters
are aenerated for each soecific preY tvPe

Prey-Total by pop'n grams " The teital daily biomass of all preyconsumed by the entire
cohort on the current daY. Analogous parameters are
aenerated for each specific prey tyoe

Prey-Total by pop'n Joules The total daily energy content of all prey consumed by the
entire cohort on the current day. Analogous parameters
are aenerated for each specific prey tvPe

Mortality number' The number of fish removed from the population on the
current day. A separate estimate is generated for each
type of mortality

Mortality grams The biomass of fish removed from the popUlation on the
, current day. A separate estimate is generated for each

type of mortality A ....

NitroQen bV prey item -% )delllidSS a NitrdQen 08ASQ~trn:lll;>~ bvindividual prey Items
Phosphorus by prey % '"let !+lass '" Phosphorus OQASQAtratisA' by indiVidual prey items
item

• d t:}-

NIP ratio bv prey item mass ratio
,

N:P ratio In each of the prev items

Phosp

Nitroge

Phosp

Change

)
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Output Variables (continued)

Nitrogen -Totai grams Total mass of N egested
e~estion .
Phosphorus -Total grams Total mass of P egested
e~estion

NIP-Total eaestion mass ratio N:P ratio of eaested nitrooen and phosphorus
Nitrogen -Total grams Total mass of N excreted
excretion
Phosphorus -Total grams Total mass of P excreted
excretion
NIP-Total excretion mass ratio N:P ratio of excreted nitrooen and phosphorus
Nitrogen -Total grams Total mass of N consumed
consumption
Phosphorus -Totai

...
grams Total mass of P consumed

consumption
NIP-Total mass ratio N:P ratio of consumed nitrogen and phosphorus
consumption
Nitrogen -Total grams Mass of N allocated to growth
~rowth ..
Phosphorus -Total grams Mass of P ailocated to growth

. ~rowth
NIP-Total arowth mass ratio N:P ratio of nitro~en and phosphorus ailocated to arowth
Contaminant-Uptake ma Mass of contaminants consumed
Contaminant- mg Mass of contaminants eliminated
Elimination ..
Contaminant- mglkg Concentration of contaminants in predator tissue
Predator •
concentration

4·16
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4.6 Step 5: Graphing the Output and Generating an
Output Spreadsheet

Creatinga graph or generating spreadsheet output requires two major steps: 1) Setup, which
includes selecting the output fields, how they will be zeroed, and the output interval; 2)
Graph/Spreadsheet, which is the graphic or spreadsheet that you generate. Fish Bioenergetics.
3.0 includes two add-in programs, Formula One and First impression, that help you view your
results as a spreadsheet and graph your results as a chart. Both programs provide standard file
functions, such as saving, opening, importing, etc. and are invoked automaticaliy when you seiect
the Graph or Spreadsheet output options.

Graph Output Setup (Spreadsheet Output Setup)

... Select either Graph/Spreadsheet·Graj:ih Results or the Graph·icon from the:tooibar. The
Graph Output Setup window appears..

Graph Setup (Spreadsheet)

. Available Fields: The list of fields, in alphabetical order, that are available to be graphed.

Fields to Graph (Fields to Display): The fields that are actualiy going to be graphed. The data
from the first field in the list wili represents the x-axis. The data from the second field represents
the left y-axis, and the third field the right y-axis. Any flel.ds in the list after the first three will be
graphed on· the second y-axis and wili use the scaling of the third field. It foliows that any fields .
after the third in the list should have data with values similar In scale to the data of the third field.

Display file header (spreadsheet output only): When this box Is checked, Fish Bioenergetics
3.0 will include Information about the current file, such as the file name, date, and time in the
spreadsheet output.
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Display cohort parameters (spreadsheet output only): When this box Is checked, Fish
Bioenergetics 3.0will include all user input and physiological parameters in the spreadsheet.
output.

•

Zeroing

Never: The data simply accumulate throughout the entire analysis.

After every day: The cumulative data are retumed to zero every day.

After Interval· day of simulation: When this option is selected, cumulative data will be reset to
zero after every nth simulation day, where n equals a value that you enter into the days field.

After interval· day of year: When this option is selected, cumulative data will be reset to zero
after every nth day of year, where n equals a value that you enter Into the days field.

Days: The number of days in an interval when either After interval" day of year or After
Interval· day of simulation is selected.

First analysis day: For information only· the first analysis day in the summary.

Final analysis day: For Information only - the final analysis day in the summary.
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.Output Interval

Set interval- day of simulation: Output will be generated only for those days that equal the
simulation start day + x, where x equals the value typed in the Days field.

Set interval - day of year: Output will be generated only for those days that equal the day of year·
+ x, where x equals the value typed in the Days field.

End of mortality period: This option provides output only on those days when a mortality period
has ended. For example, if fishing mortality ended on day 200 of your simulation and natural
mortality ended on day 365 of your simulation, the software would generate three data points, day
1, day 200, and day 365.

End of every 3651h day of year: Assuming ¥our assimilation spans at least 365 days, you can
select this option to see data only on the 365 h day of year. .

End of each cohort: This option applies only to Summary files.

Every day (default): Select this option if you would like output gElnerated for each day of the
simulation.

Days: Enter the number of days in your Interval·when you've selected either Set interval .·d1lY of
year or Set interval - day of simulation.

First output day: If yoU would like to limit the range of days in your output, enter the first day of
that range in this field.

Final output day: if you would like to limit the range of days in your output, enter the final day of
that range in this field.
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The Graph and Spreadsheet File

1.630+001

1.35e+00l

0.750+000

4.00e+000
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Gross production (g) ,
....._o::r---,---,-----r 1.12e+005 ~

-IJ'--++--I----I----+l- 6.6ge+004

+---+-+--1----1----+* 6.16e+004

t-:7''t--'~::::::::::::::j:::r/--t 3.67e+004

I
~

, ..: - .

4.7 Saving
You can save all of the information within your cohort file by seiecting File/Save. Fish
Bloenergetics-3.D will save your user input data, user input parameters, setup, P-vaiue estimate,
-and the results of latest Bioenergetics Run in a file with a .run extension. Fish Bioenergetics 3.0
will not save graphs; however, you can save the spreadsheet output of a Bioenergetics Run using
the method described in chapter 4, section 6, Graphing the Output and Generating Output
Spreadsheet. -

.. To save, select either File/Save or the diskette icon -from the toolbar.
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4.8 Opening a Previously Saved Cohort File
. You can open previously saved Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 cohort files and resume working where. you

left off. FDr more information about the information that is saved in a cohort file, see chapter 4,
section 7, Saving.

.. To open a previously saved cohort file, select either File/Open or the open folder icon fr~m
the toolbar.
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Creating a Summary - Analyzing Multiple
Cohorts
You might be interested in the overall characteristics of a fish that passes through more than one
life stage, or maybe you would like to determine the predation of a particular prey Item by more
than one cohort. Creating a summary allows you to combine the calculations of more than one
cohort into one file.

Why create a summary? To understand why a summary provides useful information about your
analysis, you must first recall the definition of a cohort. A cohort file represents a single species of
fish at a single life stage, such as an adult perch. The cohort can represent one fish or many fish.
But let's say that your anaiysis includes the same species of fish at two different life stages, ·and
you're interested in the total prey consumption by both life stages. You could create two separate
cohort files, generate consumption output for each cohort, and add the outputs manually. A
summary file makes this process easier.



Creating a Summary - Analyzing Multiple Cohorts

)

5.1 The Two Major Steps

Step 1: !'Jew Summary Setup

Step 2: Graphing the Output and Generating an Output
Spreadsheet
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5.2 Step 1: New Summary Setup

.. From the main Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 window, select File/New or press the new-file icon.
The following window will appear.

Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 presents two options for new files, Cohort and Summary. A cohort file
represents a single species of fish at a single life stage, such as an adUlt perch. The cohort can
represent one fish or many fish. A summary file allows you to summarize information from several
open cohort files. For example, you might have two cohort flies open - juvenile perch and adult
perch. Within each cohort file you can determine the consumption by that cohort and its
popUlation, but you might be Interested in determining the overall consumption by both juvenile
and adult perch over the same time period. The summary file facilitates this type of calculation.

.. Highlight Summary and press OK. Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 will open a window similar to the
foilowing.
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Minor Setup

Link summary to original cohorts: When this box is checked (default) then the following are
true:

• Any changes made to the individual cohorts are automatically updated in the
summary

• When a new cohort file is created, it is automatically displayed in the Available
cohorts window of the summary file

• When a cohort file is closed, it is automatically removed from the summary file

Available Cohorts: Any cohort files that are currently open are displayed in this window on the
lett side of the summary window. If a file is listed in this window, it is not inciuded in summary
calculations. These tiles need to be moved to the Summarized Cohorts window to be included in
the summary analysis.

Summarized Cohorts: Any cohorts that are listed in the Summarized Cohorts window are
included in the summary calculations. When cohorts are run in series, the cohorts are linked
sequentially from top to bottom.

Status: The Status lights indicate Whether or not the summarized cohorts have current P-value
calculations and current Bioenergetics Runs. Only the Runs light has to be green for summary
calculations to be executed.

Summary Method: Cohorts can be run in either series or parallel:

• Series: In series, the total number of days in the summary equals the sum of all the
days in the anaiyzed cohorts, and each data point from each cohort becomes a data
point in the summary.

• Parallel: In parallel, analysis days are matched among all the cohorts, and the data
from the same days are added together. The start analysis day will equal the earliest
start day from the cohorts, and the final analysis day will equal the latest final day
from the cohorts. .
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5.3 Step 2: Graphing the Output and Generating an
Output Spreadsheet

, $i:numary calclilatjonn()te~' ,

:' ';.,,~~~~~E£r:h::::~:::~:;:::::;:~!s:rl;a:r:;::.~~[']~;i;;i~
""a\Jtoma\iclilly"Gpl:la\ed :in'lhe summaryfile (unlessth~ ,~ltik !\u';'i]1a..y:lii',i1" :';';~j

• ,'.' y~g~~~~O:~~~~;X;~~~J~~~:~~,eithiJr ~eriesar'i~~~r~ll~j.'~fYP~'~h:~~~j
, In series; then the'tqtalnumberofdays'm the,summa1yequals'.\h~'Surn.J
, of all the days in iJ:le~nalyzeqcoharts,and'Elachd~tapolriti~oJ]1;,,~~hH;~;

""cohort becomesa .data pOlntlnthesummary, H)'ou,analyz";'In ,partl,Ua\,;::'i
thenarialysisdays are matched amo[1gall the",olJarls~"",nq'the:cjii,ta:,c::'~

from the s~riiedays,are addeptogether.', ,""';:,:U:),':~l

Graph Output Setup (Spreadsheet Output Setup)

.. , Select either Graph/Spreadsheet Graph Results or the Graph icon from the toolbar, The
Graph Output Setup window appears,

Graph Setup (Spreadsheet)

Available Fields: An alphabetical listing of the available output fields that can be graphed.

Fields to Graph (Fields to Display): The fields that are actually going to be graphed. The data
from the first field in the list will represent the x-axis. The data from the second field represents
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the left y-axis, and the third field the right y-axis. Any fields in the list after the first three will be
graphed on the second y-axis and will use the scaling of the third field. It follows that any fields
after the third in the list should have data with vaiues similar in scale to the data of the third field.

Display file header (spreadsheet output only): When this box is checked, Fish Bioenergetics
3.0 will include information about the current file, such as the file name, date, and time in the
spreadsheet output.

. Display cohort parameters (spreadsheet output only): When this box is checked, Fish
Bioenergetics 3.0 will include all user input and.physiological parameters in the spreadSheet
output.

Zeroing

Never: The data simply accumulate throughout the entire analysis.

After every day: The cumulative data are returned to zero every day.

After interval- day of simulation: When this option Is selected, cumulative data will be reset to
zero after every nth simulation day, where n equals a value that you enter into the days field.

After Interval. day of year: When this option is selected, cumulative data will be reset to zero
after every nth day of year, where n equals a value that you enter Into the days field.

After each cohort: When cohorts are run in series, cumulative data are reset to zero after the
final analysis day of each cohort.

Days: The number of days in an intelVal when either After interval- day of year ~r After
Interval. day of simulation is selected.

First analysis day: For information only - the first analysis day in the summary.

Final analysis day: For information only - the final analysis day in the summary.
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Output Interval

Set interval· day of simulation: Output will be generated only for those days that equal the
simulation start day + x, where x equais the value typed in the Days field.

Set interval - day of year: Output will be generated only for those days that equal the day of year
+ x, where x e\1uals the value typed in the Days field.

End of mortality period: This option provides output only on those days when a mortality period
has ended. For exampie, if fishing mortality ended on day 200 of your simulation and naturai
mortality ended on day 365 of your simulation, the software would generate three (jOlla points, day
1, day 200, and day 365.

End oi every 3651h day of year: Assuming xour assi!?ilatipn spans at least 365 days, you can
select this option to see data onlyon the 365 ' day of year. .

End of each cohort; Your summary file will probabiy contain multiple ·cohoI1S. If you're running
your analysis in series, and you would like to see data only on the last ·dflY of each Individual .
cohort's simulation, select this option.

Every day (default): Select this option if you would like output generated for each day of the
simulation.

Days: Enter the number of days in your interval when you've selected'either Set interval- day of
year or Set interval· day of slmuial1on.

First output day: If you would like to limit the range of days in your output, enter the first day of
that range In this field.

Final output day: If you would like to limit the range of days in your output, enter ·the final day of
that range in this fieid.
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5.4 Saving
YDU can save all of the infDrmatlDn within YDur summary file by selecting File/Save. Fish
Bioenergetics 3.0 will save your user Input data, user input parameters, setup and the results Df
latest BiDenergetics Runs Df all your cohDrts that are part Df the summary in a file with a .sum
extensiDn. Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 will nDt save graphs; however, YDU can save the'spreadsheet
output using the methDd described in chapter 5, sectiDn 3, Graphing the Dutput and Generating
an Output Spreadsheet.

Once the summary file is "cIDsed, it is nD IDnger related tD the cDhort files from which it gathered its
data. In other wDrds, if YDU make changes tD the cohort flies these changes are not reflected in
the summary. You can rellnk your summary tD its Driglnal cohDrts by using the techniques
described in chapter 5, sectiDn 5, Opening a previously saved summary.

.. TD save, select either File/Save Dr the diskette Icon from the tooibar.

5.5 Opening a Previously Saved Summary File
You can Dpen previDusly saved Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 summary files and resume working where
YDU left Dff. FDr more Information about the informatiDn that is saved in a summary file, see
chapter 4, sectiDn 7, Saving. Keep in mind that Dnce YDU Dpen your summary file, it no ionger wili
be linked to its original cDhort files - as indicated by the absence of a check in the Link summary
to original cohorts check box. In Dther wDrds, you cannot make changes tD the Driglnal cohort
data and have these changes reflected in the summary dDcument unless you check the Link
summary to original cohorts check bDx. If YDU decide tD relink tD Driginal cDhDrts, make sure
these CDhort files are Dpen and that the file names mach thDse names listed in the Summarized
Cohorts list in your summary file.

.. To open a previousiy sa~ed cohort file, seiect either File/Open or the open folder icon from'
the tODlbar.
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Populations and Mortality
Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 allows you to extrapolate the simulation results of a single fish to an entire
population of fishes, while at the same time accounting for mortality in the population. Recall that
a cohort can be a single fish or a group of fish of the same species in fuel same life stage. To
analyze a cohort that has more than one fish, you simply need to perform two setup steps: 1)
Indicate that you would like to Include mortality calculations In your simulation; and 2) Enter
mortality user input data. .

6.1 Mortality Setup and User Input Data

.. From the main Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 window, select Setup/Simulation or press the setup
icon. The following window will appear.

.. Check the Population mortality checkbox within Additlonal Analyses. Press the OK
bUllon, and the User Input Data Files window appears.



Populations and Mortality

You'll see that the Mortality box becomes available. Load user input mortality data by either
browsing for a tab delimited text file or by entering the data manuaily.

Mortality user input data

Although the format for entering mortality user input data is the same as for other data files, the
software interprets the data difterently. To N1ustrate this difference, let's compare the following
mortality user input file and temperature user input file.

)

6·2
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Notice that in the temperature fiie data must exist for every row of dates that have been entered;
however, in the mortality file, day 137 of natural mortality reads "no data." The software interprets
this to mean that over a range of 365 days every fish in Cc ',C"'",. ""cc"", " ''c'" ,- ">! i'i"; __,_,.,,-. ,•• c' "."

the population has ~ 30% chance of ?ying from natural ::f,?r:,~P,~!!W~~~~\!t,~;~~!7~;~:P,~.t;lt,~~
causes, Gompare ftshlng mortality With natural and ,diilt,i'lijll1e 'J:?(;)ftltV~r,t:l~In,tem~r~~;;I'
yoU'1i see that day 137 of fishing mortality reads "25." ,c:ai'j~)i1on~i1iW:q'i¥f:'i:I~'b~lng'i'!1
The software interprets ~hls to mean that from day ~ero ';iE;~ti:ii1~lent.-,to:~iiio':aat~:"·::;H:
through day 137 every fish has a 25% chance of dying '" " ,, , ',- '
from fishing. But from day 138 through day 365 no fish wili die from fishing.

At a casual glance, you might expect your entire

r~~~;i~~~~l~\: r'~I!~~~'1t\1
remain at the end of onEl year. Hut keep In mind
that a fish cannot die from both fishing and natural causes, and so in our example above we
actualiy end up with 5,250 fish at the end of the year. Instead of 55% percent of the fish dying, we
have the sum of the two probabilities minus their product (0.30 + 0.25 .. 0.30 * 0.25), or 47.5% of
the fish dying.

6.2 Mortality Calculations
Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 looks at the entire mortality user Input data before daily calculations begin.
Because mortality is not a linear process, the softwarEl calculates a daily mortality rate that
produces an exponential decrease in population. As a simple example, lers suppose that our fish
population started at 10,000 and experienced a mortality rate of 95%. The resulting graph would
look like this: -

.f\
\.

r-.....
"~

I Population number 
i. 9.920+003

8ioenergetics calculations extrapolated to the population

The basic bioenergetics calculations and the mortality calculations are mutualiy exclusive;
however, for every simulation day, the bioenergetics calculations (consumption, respiration,
excretion, etc.) are multiplied by the fish population to provide an overall picture of the cohort's
bioenergetics. As you might expect, some bioenergetics run results can be drastically different
when you include population mortality as part of the simulation. For example, compare the two
graphs below - the first represents gross production for a single fish, while the second represents
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gross production when the fish population decreases from 10,000 to roughly 500 fish. Note that
not only are the m'agnitudes different, but the shapes of the cUNes are different as well.

1 92

J
..I~ /

1/
3.670+664

1.16<+664

6.180+664

I Gross production [gl
! 1.120+005

8,690+004

r\. 1'\
r. "'.. \

I ........ '--
\/ .....-

Population number _
9.92<+663

7.56<+003

5.21<+603

2.85<+603

4.94<+602

Gross production [g}
6.87<+002

4.950+002

3.040+002

1.120+602

I,
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Nitrogen and Phosphorus Analysis
Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 allows you to extend the basic bioenergetics calculations to include
nitrogen and phosphorus (N-P) analyses. Section 1, chapter 4, Extended Topics: Nutrient and
Contaminaht Anaiyses describes in detail the science underlying these analyses. To perform the
N-P analysis, you simply need to perform two setup steps: 1) Indicate that you would like to
include this calculations in your simulation; and 2) Provide the appropriate user input data.

Note thatyou:must provide bbthnitrogenand ,:,?:,;;(;;,}
PhosphortJs ,data, because Fish Bioenergetic;s'~;iJ ';wn,I:;
autornaticaUy ,peifoim :calcLilations otjnitiog~tj;,;:,U:':
,phosphorus,andnitrogen'tophosphorus ratios.',,:: ".", }

7.1 Setup and User Input Data

, .. From the main Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 window, select Setup/Simulation or press the setup
icon. The following window will appear.
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Nitrogen and Phosphorus Analysis

• Check the Nitrogen and phosphorus analysis checkbox within Additional Analyses.
Press the OK button, and the User Input Data Flies window appears.

You'll see that the Nand P Data Flies tab becomes available. Load user input data by either
browsing for a tab delimited text file or by entering the data manually.

Nitrogen and Phosphorus user input data

User input data for N-P analysis follows the same set of rules that applies to other user input data
,as explained in chapter three. You'll also find analogies between the type of data entered for
basic bioenergetics and for N-P analysis. For example, in basic bioenergetics you need data for
the prey energy concentration and the predator energy concentration; whereas, in N-P analysis
you also need data for prey nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations and predator nitrogen and
phosphorus concentrations. '

The difference between basic bioenergetics calculations and N-P calculations is in the
assimilation of consumed nitrogen and phosphorus into the predator's tissue. This assimilation is
quantified in the user input data file, Assimilation efficiency. The values for assimilation
efficiency range from 0 to 1, with a typical value being around 0.7. This means that 30%'of
consumed nutrients are lost as feces and 70% are available for growth and excretion. For an
example of N-P assimilation efficiencies, see section 3.2 Vser Input Data Flies.

7.2 Phosphorus and Nitrogen Calculations
Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 applies the N-P calculations to the results of the basic bioenergetics
calculations. Recall that bioenergetics is based on the following energy allocation equation:

Consumption = Growth +Respiration +SDA +Egestlon +Excretion
or
C = G + R + SDA + F + V (where F =egestion and V =excretion)
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Consumed phosphorus and nitrogen follows a similar but slightly simplified path. It has three
fates: 1) assimilation into the predator's tissue (G); 2) loss in feoes (F); 3) exoretlon in urine (U) 
nutrients are not lost as a result of respiration or speoific dynamic aotion (R and SDA
respectively). These fates oan be quantified in the equation (we'll use phosphorus as ",n
examplet:

where

Cp '" mass of P consumed (g)
Gp '" mass of P allooated to growth (g)
Fp '" mass of P lost in feoes (g)
Up'" mass of P lost in urine (g)

_Beoause exoreted nutrients are available for uptake by aquatio primary produoers, we're usually
interested in rearranging the equation-to solve for U: "

We oan aooount for feoal losses through assimilation effioienoy, and thus simplify the equation as
follows:

where

AEp '" assimilation effioienoy read from the user input data file
Cp '" mass oonsumption of prey from basic bioenergeuos oaloulations multiplied by the

user input prey oonoentrations of P
Gp '" predator growth mass from basic bioenergetios oaloulations multiplied by the user

input predator oonoentration bf P .

Results
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Once you've executed a bioenergetics run, you can view the N"P output variables by selecting
either the graph or text output options and highlighting the variables of choice.
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Contaminant Analysis
Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 allows you to extend the basic bioenergetics calculations to in.clude
contaminant analysis. Section 1, chapter 4, Extended Topics: Nutrient and Contaminant
Analyses describes in detaii the science underlying this analysis. To perform the contaminant
analysis, you simply need to perform three setup steps; 1) Indicate that you wouid like to include
this calculations in your simulation; 2) Provide the appropriate user input data; and 3) Enter user
input parameters.

8.1 Setup, User Input Data, and User Input Parameters

.. From the main Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 Window, select Setup/Simulation or press the setup
icon. The following window will appear.

.. Check the Contaminant analysis checkbox Within Additional Analyses. The radio buttons
immediately below the checkbox become available and require that you select one of the
foilowing three options. .

• Net assimilation efficiency: Select this option if your predator wiil
assimilate contaminants based solely upon data provided in the contaminant
assimiiatlon input data file, The remaining contaminants are eliminated. You



Contaminant Analysis

will need to know the initial predator concentration for the User Input
Parameters setup. .

• Gross assimilation efficiency + constant elimination: Ifyour predator
assimilates at a rate indicated in your contaminant assimilation Input data file,
and yet loses some of those assimilated contaminants at a constant
allometrically scaled rate, select this option. You wili need to know the initial
predator concentration, and the elimination and aliDmetric constants fDr the
User Input Parameters setup.

• Gross assimilation efficiency + T-dependent elimination: If your predatDr
assimilates at a rate indicated in your cDntamlnant assimilation input data file,
and yet loses SDme Df thDse assimilated contaminants at a rate that's
dependent upon allometry and temperature, select this option. You will need
to knDw the initial predator concentration, the elimlnatiDn and allometric
cDnstants, and the base temperature for eliminatlDn for the User Input
Parameters setup.

.. Press the OK bultDn, and the User Input Data Files window appears.

The Contaminant Data I=lIes tab becomes available. Load user input data by either browsing.for
a tab delimited text file Dr by entering the data manually•

.. Press the OK buttDn, and the User Input Parameters window appears.
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Contaminant Analysis

.. Enter an initial predator concentration (or accept the default of 0), and enter the appropriate
data in the additional edit boxes that have been activated for input. Note that activation of an edit
box' is dependent upon the type of elimination selected in your initial setup. Following are· .
descriptions of the possible user input parameters:

• Initial predator concentration (mglkg): The concentration of contaminants in your
predator immediately before the simulation begins. .

• Allometric constant: Mass dependence of contaminant elimination.
• Elimination constant (g-l;/d): Base line elimination rate.
• Base temperature for elimination (degrees C): Scales the temperature

dependence of elimination.

.. Once you've entered your parameters, select OK.

Contaminant user input data

User input data for contaminant analysis follows the same set of rules that applies to other user
input data as explained in chapter three. You'll also find analogies between the type of data
entered for basic bioenergetics and for contaminant analysis. For example, in basic bioenergetics
you need data for the prey energy concentration and the predator energy concentration; whereas,
in contaminant analysis you need data for prey contaminant concentrations.

. The differences between basic bioenergetics calculations and contaminant calculations is in the
assimilation and bioaccumulation of consumed contaminants. The assimilation Is quantified in the'
user input data file, Assimilation efficiency, and the bioacci.lmulation is quantified by the type of
contaminant elimination selected its accompanying user input parameters. The values for
assimilation efficiency range from 0 to 1, Wjtll a typical value being around 0.7. For an eXllmple of
contaminant assimilation efficiencies, see section 3.2 User Input Data Fifes. .
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)

8.2 Contaminant Calculations
Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 applies the contaminant calculations to the results of the basic
bioenergetic~ calculations. Recall that bioenergeilcs is based on the following energy allocation
equation:

Consumption = Growth + Respiration + SOA + Egestion + Excretion
or
C = G + R + SDA + F + U (where F = egestfon and U=excretion)

Consumed contaminants follow a similar but slightly more compiex path, with the following·three
fates: 1) assimilation into the predator's tissue (Xo): 2) loss in feces (F); 3) metabolic elimination
(ED). These fates can be quantified in the equation:

Co = Xo + Fo + ED

where

Co = mass of contaminants consumed (g)
Xo= mass of contaminants Incorporated into predator (as a result of.asslmilation) (g)
Fo = mass of contaminants lost in feces (g)
ED = mass of contaminants eliminated through metabolism (g)

Because most researchers are interested in contaminants present in the predator's tissue, we
can rearranging the equation to solve for X,;

We can account for fecal losses through assimilation efficiency, and thus simplify the equation as
follows:

.where

AEo= assimilation efficiency read from the' user input data file.
Co = mass consumption of prey from basic bioenergetics calculations multiplied by the

user input prey concentrations of contaminants
ED = contaminant mass eliminated from the predator - dependent upon the elimination

model selected in the simulation setup
Xo = Pfedator growtl I ,,"ass hOi" basic bieener8QtiG~ GQls~Jatiel15 1IIQllipiied by tlie aser

Res~;~:redater eencal,tratleADW.VU~~~~

, .

As with basic bioenergetics calculations, Fish Bioenergetics 3.0 calculat(ls contaminant
parameters on a dally time step; consequently, your finest resolutlon'in output data Is daily
values. Calculations begin on day one of your simulation and continue through the final day.
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Dljlll¥FisJi8ioenerg~ticS3.pRunCal'.?ulations •. ' .. i:;l
".' ,.' .):

.•' 'Retile~i{user input data for the ~urta~tdaY..,riterpolawif!
heeessiiry; .. ... .•.... • • <'.. .. ..:... ·.·:'1:

••.. 'l'oni.n.in·(livltlua;l fish, 'calculate GODsuIT\ptlon,egestion; •."j
• ,excretion; respiration,SDAand tbe resultant 9 tolA/th.· <b

,•.. Apply the caiculations fQr.anindividuaIIQt!'Ie··antirecClholi!:!
•• : population, ..• ......•... •.•. ..•. . .......• ;',";
~••.. Cal.oulate nitrogenari~phosprorus andc'ontaminaritj

analysis parameters. . • . .. ". ..;;;.;;
:.. ·¢alculatetlross produc!icinfor :fhepopulatlorjand gamati6~

·productiori when applicable. . :...... . .. ..•.•. :;.;:'
.:;Determine the number of deaths in fhe popuiation. .,t
,.". Calculate :net producti6n.·· . . .. . :-;', ::~.

Once you've executed a bioenergetics run, you can view the contaminant output variables by
. selecting either the graph or text output options and highlighting the variables of choice.
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Appendix A ~ Fish Physiological Parameters

S ecles alewife bloater chub blue ill coho salmon chinook salmon

Latin name AJOSB Caregonus hoy; Lepomis maarochlrus Oncorhynchus kisutch Onoorhynchus
pseudoharengus lshawylscha

Aye yay, Juvenile, adult adull juvenlla, adult adult adult

Source Stewart and Rudstam at aI. 1994 Kitchell et al. 1974 Stewart and Iberra Stewart and Iberra
Binkowski 1986 1991 1991

CONSUMPTION
"9-

Equation 3' 2 2 3 .X
CA 0.8464 1.61 0.182 0.303 0.303
CB -0.3 -0.538 -0.274 -0.275 -0.275
CQ 5,4,'3 3.53 2.3 '5 5

CTO 24,20,16 16.8 ,31,27 15 15
CTM 26,22,18 26 37,36 18 18
CTL 29,27,25 • * 24 24
CK1 0.17 • * 0.36 0.36
CK4 0.01 • * 0.01 0.01

RESPIRATION

Equation 1 1 2 1. 1
RA 0.00367 0.0018 0.0154 0.00264 0.00264
RB -0.2152 -0.12 -0.2 ' -0.217, -0.217
RQ 0.0548 0.047 2.1 0.06818 0.06818

RTO 0.03 0.025 37,36 0.0234 0.0234
RTM 0 0 41,40 0 0
RTL 9 0 * 25 25
RK1 22.08 7.23 <( * 1 1
RK4 -0.045 opzr{l.~ * 0.13 0.13
ACT 5.78 0 1 9.7 9.7

BACT 0.149 0 * 0.0405 0.0405
SDA 0.175 0.17 0.172 0.172 0.172

EGESTIONI
EXCRETION

Equation 1 1 1 3 3
FA 0.16 0.25 0.158 0.212 0.212
FEl • • ,-0.222 -0.222 -0.222
FG • • 0.631 0.631 0.631
UA 0.1 0.1 0.0253 ' 0.0314 0.0314
UEl * • 0.58 0.58 0.58
UG * • -0.299 -0.299 -0,299

PREDATOR
ENERGY DENSITY

Equation 1 2 1 2 2
Energy density 5233 • '4186 • •

Alpha 1 . * 3952 * 5764 5764
Beta 1 * 58.7 * 0.9862 0.9862
Cutoff * 155 * 4000, 4000

Alpha 2 * 13050 * ~~1/;Y' -W74-7M:t
Beta 2 * 0.001 *

0.&268/) ,ctt{IP'J-, ~}?4v





Fish Physiological Parameters

larval yellow
S eeies ereh

Latin name Perea fJavescens
age lalVa.

Source Post 1990

CONSUMPTION

muskellun e
ESDX masqulnongy
adult

Bevelhelmer et al.
1985

Rudstam 1989

Nile arch
Lstes nlloticus

Kitchell et al. unpubl.

northem Ike
ESDX lucius

adult

Bevelhaimer at 81.
1985

Equation
CA
CB
CQ

CTO
CTM
CTL
CKl
CK4

RESPIRATION

Equation
RA
RB
RQ

RTO
RTM
RTL
RKl
RK4
ACT

BACT
SDA

.EGESTION I
EXCRETION

2 2 3 2 2
0.51 0.2215 0.036 0.3 0.2045

-0.42 -0.18 -0.372 -0.27 -0.18
2.3 2.53 0 2.65 0.59
29· 26 9 27.5 24
32 34 11 38 34

• • 16 • •
* * 0.5 . * *
• • 0.01 • •

2 1 1 2 1
0.0065 0.00246 0.00182 0.011 0.00246

-0.2 -0.18 -0.161 -0.2 -0.18
2.1 0.055 0.0752 2.5 0.055
32 0.1222 0 38 0.1222
35 0 0 43 0
• 0 0 • 0
• 1 0 • 1
* 0 0 • 0

4.4 1 0 2 ·1
• 0 0 • 0

0.15 0.14 0.18 0.163 0.14

", ,.,
":.::: .

Equation
FA
FB
FG
UA
UB
UG

,PREDATOR
l"N1=R13Y DENSITY

, Equation
'; ,En~rgydenslty
, ... , . Alpha 1

·'·13eta1 ·
. Cutoff
Alpha 2
,Beta 2

,,~ .

1 1
0.15 0.2

• •
• •

0.15 0.07
• •
• •

1 .1
2512 3600

• •
• •
• •
• •
• •

1
0.15

•
•

0.18
•
•

!
1

3474
•
•
•
•
•

1 1
0.104 0:2

• •
• •

0.068 0.07
• *
• •

1 1
5860 3600

• •
• •
• •
* •
.;

*
"'-.'..

". ,,"

.. : ....
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Fish Physiological Parameters

l smallmouth
S ecles ink sea lam re bass smelt soeke e

LatIn name Dncomynchus Petromyzon mar/nus Micropterus doJomleul Osmerus mordax Oncorhynchus nerka.
gorbuscha

.Jl!'lt'1fA£.o1.-- tY YOY, juvenile, adultage adull adult

Source Beauchamp at al. Kllch.nand Breck. .' Shuter nd Post'1990 Lantry and Slewart Beauchamp et a!.
1,,989 1980 1993 1989

CONSUMPTION

Equation 3 2 2 3 3
CA 0.303 0.3 0.25 0.18 0.303
C8 . -0.275 -0.35 -0.31 -0.275 -0.275
CQ 3 2.3 3.8 3 3

CTO 20 18 29 16,14,10 20
CTM 20 25. 36 21,16,12 20
CTL 24 • • 26,18,18 24
CK1 0.58 • • 0.4 0.58
CK4 0.5 • • 0.01 0.5

RESPIRATION

Equation 1 2 2 1 1
RA 0.00143 0.00397 0.009 0.0027 0.00143
R8 -0.209 -0.05 -0.21 -0.216 -0.209
RQ 0.086 2.1 3.3 0.036 0.086

RTO 0.0234 25 30 0 0.0234, 0.033
RTM 0 30 37 0 0
RTL 25 • • 0 25
RK1 1 • ..

0 1
RK4 0.13 • • 0 0.13
ACT 9.9 1.5 2 0 9.9

8ACT 0.0405 • • 0 0.0405
SDA 0.172 0.172 0.16 0.175 0.172

EGESTIONI
EXCRETION

Equation 3 1 1 1 3
FA 0.212 0.03 0.104 0.16 0.212
F8 -0.222 • • • -0.222
FG 0.631 •

~e.f)Le~
• 0.631

UA 0.0314 0.15 0.1 0.0314
US 0.58 • • • 0.58
UG -0.299 • • • -0.299

PREDATOR
ENERGY DENSITY

Equation 2 1 1 1 2
Energy density .h 5124 4186 4814 J![;23;5233 :'b.Alpha 1

'? 740S- r:\~~ •
• *

8eta 1 * * .~Cutoff 196 . * * *
i

Alpha 2 6647 * * * '1.-." 6647j

Seta 2 0.5249 * . * * 0.5249
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Fish Physiological Parameters

S eeies steelhead stri ed bass stri ed bass strl ed bass tila ia
latin name Oncorhyncllus myklss Marone saxatilfs Marone sBxatJl/s Moronespp. Sarotheradon spp.

age adult age-1 t age-2, adult age~D larvae adult
Source Rand at aJ 1993 Hartman and Brandt Hartman and Brandt Johnson 1995 Nitlthamyong 1988

1995 1995

COfllSUMPTl@fII

Equation 3 3 3 2 2
CA 0.628 0.3021 0.3021 0,48 0.15
CB -0.3 -0.2523 -0.2523 -0.252 -0.36
CQ 5 6.6, 6.6,7.4 2.6 2.8615. 2.5

CTO 20 19,18,15 21.6 28.3 30
CTM 20 28,29,28 22.7 31.3 37
CTl 24 30,32,30 28.3 * *
CK1 0.33 0.262, 0.255, 0.047 * *

0.323
CK4 0.2 0.85, 0.9, 0.85 0.713 • *

RESPIRATION

Equation 1 1 1 2 2
RA 0.00264 0.00280 0.001456 0.0132 0.0274
RB -0.217 -0.218 -0.2702 -0.265 -0.348
RQ 0.06818 0.0760 0.08339 2.1059 2.3

RTO 0.0234 0.5002 0.9014 31.3 37
RTM 0 0 0 34.3 41
,RTl 25 0 0 * *
RK1 1 1 1 * •
RK4 0.13 0 0 • •
ACT 9.7 1 1 1.5 1

BACT 0.0405 0 0 • •
SDA 0.172 0.172 0.172 0.172 0.1

EGESTIONI
EXCRETIOfll

Equation .. 3 1 1 1 1
FA 0.212 0.104 0.104 0.15 0.194
FB -0.222 • • • •
FG 0.631 • • • •
UA 0.0314 0.068 0.068 0.1 0.028
UB 0.58 • • * •
UG -0.299 • • • *

PREDATOR
ENERGY DENSITY

Equation 2 1 1 1 1
Energy density * 6488 5023 3349 5442

Alpha 1 5764 * • *
Beta 1 0.9862 * • *
Cutoff 4000 * ·. *

Alpha 2 7602· * • ..
Beta 2 0.5266 * • *
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Fish Physiological Parameters

,
walle e walle e ollock walle e ollack!
StJ~ostedfon Vitreum Theragra Theragra

chaJcogramma chalcogramma
age a~ull Juvenile juvenile ' a~ull juvenile, adult

Source Kitchell at al. 1977 Madan and CUlver Mason at aI., unpubl, Mason el al., unpub!. Kilchell al al. 1977
1993

CONSUMPTION

Equation 2 2 2 2 2
CA 0.25 0.45 0.34 0.3 0.25
CB -0.27 -0.27 -0.5875 -0.5875 -0.27
CQ 2.3 2.3 P 3.5 2.3

CTa 22 25 8 8 29,23
CTM 28 28 15 15 32,28
CTL • • • • •
CK1 • • • • •
CK4 • • • • •

RESPIRATION

Equation 2 2 2 2 2
RA 0.0108 0.0138 0.0195 0.0137 0.0108
RB -0.2 -0.22 -0.26 -0.26 -0.2
RQ 2.1 2.1 4.6 3.3 2.1

RTO 27 27 15 15 .32,28
RTM 32 32 18 18 35,33
RTL, • • • • •
RK1 • • • • •
RK4 • • • • •
ACT 1 3 1.4 1.4 1

BACT • • • • •
SDA 0.172 0.1 0.125 0.125 0.172

EGESTION/
EXCRETION

Equation 2 1 1 1 2
FA 0.158 0.25 0.2 0.2 0.158
FB ' -0.222 • • • -0.222
FG 0.631 • • • 0.(331
UA 0.0253 0.05 0.11. 0.11 0.0253
UB 0:58 • • • 0.58
UG ~0.299 • · ' • -0.299

PREDATOR
ENERGY DENSITY

Equation 1 1 1 1 1
Energy density 4186 3349 6070 6070 4186

Alpha 1 • • • • •
Beta 1 • • • .' •
Cutoff • • • • •

Alpha 2 • • • • •
Beta 2 • • • • •
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Fish Physiological Parameters

S ecles bluefish weakfish weakfish

Latin name Pomatomus sa/tatrlx Cynosclon regBlJs Cynosclon rogBlis

age YOY, Juvenile, adult age·O age-1 and older

Source Hartman and Brandt Hartman and Brandt Hartman and Brandt
1995 1995 1995.

CONSUMPTION

Equation 3 3 3
CA 0.5197 OA92 OA92
CB -0.288 . -0.2680 -0.2680
CQ 10.2 14.87 14.8

CTO 23 24.3 25
CTM 28 24.3 25
CTL 32 27.7 29.
CK1 0.156 0.0334 0.195
CK4 0.85 0.561 0.970

RESPIRATION

Equation 1 1 1
RA 0.00558 0.0009 0.003
RB -0.264 -0.1254 -0.155
RQ 0.06925 0.0912 0.0508

RTO 0.6315 1.2326 0.9022
RTM 0 0 0
RTL 0 0 0
RK1 1 1 . 1

RK4 0 0 0
ACT 1 1 1

BACT 0 0 0
SDA 0.172 0.172 0.172

EGESTIONI
EXCRETION

Equation 1 1 1
FA 0.104 0.104 0.104·
lOB • .. •
FG • • •
UA 0.068 0.068 0.068
UB • • •
UG • • •

PREDATOR '.
ENERGY DENSITY

Equation 1 1 1
Energy density 6279 3558 5860

Alpha 1 • • •
Beta 1 • • •
Cutoff • • •

Alpha 2 • • •
Beta 2 • • •
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Appendix B . Prey Energy Densities

Organism
rotifer

copepoda

cladocera

Leptodora

Mysids

amphipoda

diptera larvae

ephemeroptera

hiructinea
gastropoda

larval fish

alewife

yellow perch

juvenile (perch)

lake trout

dry;wet mass ("!o)
'iDa

11 to 14a,b, ,

10 to 12b,.

4'
16"
24 to 28"
5 to 128,0

22 to 24",1

12 to 281

291~

10 to 25m

20 to 35"
24 to 28P

128

28 to 41"

joules/g dry mass

17251 to 26280" d

22818 to 22868d,I,"

21692 to 25744"

17045'
20662"
22165 to 254939, 1

22370 to 250831

15944 to 204231

20930 to 27628m

18259 to 21759P

20704Q

22692 to 29888"

joules!g wet mass

1900 to 3684
2281 to 2746
867 to 1030
2972 to 43120,1

4429'
1047 to 2478 ,
3675 to 57359

2800 to 4596
5023 to 9502"
4500 to 5902P

2512'
5220 to 11465"

seasonal/
ontogenetic effects

yes'

yesh

yes"

yesl,k

yes·

yesm

yesn,°
yesP

yesq

yes"

8 Downing and Rigler (1984)
b Dumont et al. (1975)
, Schindler et al. (1971)
d Vljerberg and Frank (1976)
8 Hewett and Johnson (1992)
1 Lei and Armitage (1980)
~ Cummins and Wuychuck (1971)
h Snow (1972)
I Rudstam (1g89)
) Wissing and Hasler (1968)
k Wissing and Hasler (1'971) ,

1Driver et al. (1974)
m Henderson and Ward (1978)
" Stewart and Binkowski (1986)
o Flath and Diana (1985)
p Craig (1977)

q Mills and Forney (1981)
r Post (1990)

" Rottlers and Tucker (1982)
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Appendix C - Nitrogen and Phosphorus
Concentrations for Selected Prey Species

Prey • P concentration N concentration Source
(% of wet mass) (% of wet mass)

copepods 0.072 1.38 Andersen and Hessen (1991)
Bosmina 0.096 1.14 Andersen and Hessen (1991)
perlphylon 0.05-0.1 0.7 -Penczak (1985)
dipterans 0.11 1.22 Nakashima and Leggatt (1980), Pencza!<

(1985)
crayfish 0.16 1.6 Nakashima and Leggett (1980), Penczak

(1985)
Daphnia 0.17 1.14 Andersen and Hessen (1991)
Mysis 0.18 1.72 Nakashima and Leggett (1980), Penczak

(1985)
amphipods 0.18 1.72 Nakashima and Leggett (1980), Penczak

(1985)
odonats larvae 0.18 3.03 Penczak (1985)
YOYfish 0.3-0.5 1.5-2.5 Kraft (1992)
fish 0.5 2.54 Penczak (1985), Davis and Boyd (1975)
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Appendix D ~ Nitrogen and Phosphorus
Concentrations In Selected Fish Species

Fish species N concentration P concentration Units Source

Gizzard shad 8.68 2.89 % dry mass Davis and Boyd (1978)

Channel catfish 9.52 2.71 % dry mass . Davis and Boyd (1978)

Bluegill 10.51 4.02 % dry mass Davis and Boyd (1978)

Largemouth bass 9.77 3.2 % dry mass Davis and Boyd (1978)

Golden shiner 8.26 2.39 % dry mass Davis and Boyd (1978)

Yellow perch 11.35 4.1 % dry mass Davis and Boyd (1978)

Fathead minnow 10.4 2.64 % dry mass Davis and Boyd (1978)

Rainbow trout 2.56 0.5 % wet mass Penczak et al. (1985)

Whitefish (Coregonus 2.62 0.53 % wet mass Penczak et al. (1985)
albula)
Pike (Esox luc/us) 2.56 0.6 % wet mass Penczak et al. (1985)
Pike perch (St/zostedion 2.63 0.61 % wet mass Penczak et al. (1985)
luc/operca)
Roach (Rutiils rut/lis) 2.67 0.59 % wet mass Penczak et al. (1985)

References:
Davis, J.A., and C.E. Boyd. 1978. Concentrations of selected elements and ash in Bluegill (Lepomis
macrochirus) and certain other freshwater fish. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 107:862-867.

Penczak, T., M. Malinski, W. Gallcka and A Prejs. 1985. Factors affecting nutrient budget In lakes of the
R. Jorka watershed (Masurian Lakeland, Poland) VII. Input and removal of nutrients with fish. Ekologia
Polska 33:301-309,
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A
allometry, 4-11, 8-2
assimilation efficiency, 2-4, 3-4, 4-5, 4-6, 7-2,7-3,8-1,8-2,8-3,8-4

B
base temperature, 4-6, 8-2
bioaccumulatlon, 8-3
bioenergetics run, 6-3,7-4, 8-5

C
calories, 4-4
cohort, 4-1, 4-2,4-3,5-1,5-3,6-1, 6-3, 7-3, 8-5
consumption, 4-4, 4-5, 4-11, 4-15, 4-.16
contaminant; 3-8, 4-5, 4-6; 4-7, 4c10, 4-14, 7-3, 8'1, 8-2, 8-3, 8-4, 8'5

o
data files, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-8, 4-1, 4-4,4-5,4-7,4-8,6-2
diet, 2-2, 2-4, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3,3-4,4-7
document, 1-1, 3-10, 5-1, 5-8

E
edit, 3-9, 4-4, 4-7, 8-3
egestion, 4-14, 4-16, 7-3, 8-4, 8-5

. elimination, 3-8; 4-6,-4-10,8-2,8-3,8-4
energy density, 2-2, 2-4, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 4-4, 4-5,4-7,4-15
examples, 2-4, 3-2, 3-8, 4-5, 5-3, 5-7, 6-3
exoretion, 4-14,4-16, 6-3,7-2,7-3, B-4, 8-5

F
feoes, 7-2,7-3, B-4
file, 1-1,2-1; 2-2, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-10, 4-1, 4-2, 4-7, 4-21, 5-1, 5-3, 5-8, 6-2, 7-2, 8-2
fi.nal day, 3-8, 4-8, 4-14, 4-19, 5-4, 5-7,7-3
final weight, 3c1, 3-8, 4-4, 4-8, 4-11, 4-12

. first day, 3-1, 3-B, 4-8, 4-19, 5-7
FQrmula One, '1'1,2-2,4-17

M
manual entry, "4-8
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metabolism, 4-15, 8,4
mortality, 2-4, 3-4,3-10,4-5, 4-15,4-19, 5-7, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3

N
nitrogen, 2-4, 3-4, 4-5, 4-7, 4-14, 4-16, 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, 6-5

o
output, 2-3, 4-1, 4-14, 4-17, 4-18, 4-19, 4-20, 5-1, 5-5, 5-6, 5-7, 5-6, 7-3, 7-4, 8-4, 8-5
output interval, 4-17

p
parallel, summary calculations, 5-4,5-5
parameters (See user input parameters; physiological parameters)
phosphorus, 2-4, 3-4, 4-5, 4-7, 4-14, 4-16, 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, 8-5

.physiological parameters, 2-2, 3-8, 3-9, 4-4,4-18, 5-6
population, 2-4, 3-1, 3-2,3-8,3-10,4-2,4-5,4-8,4-14,4-15,5-3,6-1,6-3,7-3,8-5
predator energy density, 4-4, 4-5
prey energy density, 2-2, 3-4, 4-4, 4-7, 4-15

R
rate, 2-4, 3-8, 4-6, 4-10, 4-14, 4-15, 6-3, 8-2, 8-3
reproduction (See spawning)
respiration, 4-14,4-15,6-3,7-3,8-5
results, 3-8, 3-10, 4-13, 4-14, 4-17, 4-20, 5-1, 5-8, 6-1, 6-3, 7-2, 8-4

S
samples, 2-2
saving, 4-17
series, summary calculations, 5-4, 5-5, 5-6, 5-7
setup, 2-1, 2-2, 3-3, 4-3, 6-1, 7-1, 8-1
simulation, 2-2, 2-4, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-8, 3-9, 4-4, 4-5, 4-8, 4-9, 4-10, 4-t 1.. 4-12,4-14, 4-18, 4
19,5-6,5-7,6-1,6-3,7-1,7-3,8-1,8-3,8,4
spawning, 3-8, 4-9, 4-15
spreadsheet, 1-1,2-2,3-1,3-3,3-5,3-10,4-7,4-17,4-18,4-20,5-6,5-8
start weight, 3-1,3-8,4-4,4-8, 4-11,4-12
summary, 1-1,3-10,4-1,4-2,5-1

T
temperature, 2-2, 3-1, 3-2, 3-4, 3-8, 4-6, 4-7, 4-10, 6-2, 6-3, 8-2, 8-3
temperature dependence, 3-8, 4-10, 8-3
text flies, 3-1, 3-3, 3-5

U
user input data, 2-2, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-8, 4-4, 4-7, 4-8,4-14,4-18, 5-6, 6-1, 6-2, 7-1,7-2, 8-1, 8-2
user Input parameters, 2-2, 3-1, 3-8, 4-1, 4-20, 5-8, 8-1, 8-3

W
wet mass, 3-4, 4-15
wiJ'l32s, 2-1
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